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Held for Grand Jury

Extensive plans are being! Wjth thjg .gsue we Btflrt on the
perfected by the biological survey gecond year of
Advocate.
for the extermination of gophers Many of our
subscription8 run
and other rodents. J. C. Gatl.n out at thig time and woul(J be
jt
will Htart a campaign this week n h: favnr it oll whnatk Bnhanrin.v.
"
in
for their extermination
the tion expires at this date would
Aragon district in co operation renew
promptly. The first year
with the forest service, The was not a financial
success, but
co- - operation of all the
farmers with the favorable outlook for
of the Frisco valley are asked. the
the second
future, we

A. E. Norton, of

Green's Gap.
was arrested last Monday, chargOn petition of W. R. Morley
ed with an aggrevated assault on
and others, the district judge, at
Francisco Sanchez, of the Gap
Loa Lunas, on the 6th of April
neighborhood. At a preliminary
Vgranted an injunction preventing
and
hearing at Aragon Tuesday he
restraining the county
was
and
other
placed under bond for his
treasurer,
county
before the grand
officials of Catron county, from
appearence
jury, and failing to give bond is
issuing and selling the $130,000
in jail here,
bonds voted at the special election
expect
nnH nniHnrpH crrnin
Ko
wj
oe
14th.
to
much Better, fay up
year
February
cost
at,
NOTICE FOR "PUBLICATION
by the promptly and help us at this
This action halted the sale of furnished
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Depatrment
department.
time to weather the financial
the bonds which were advertised
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
The
Tularosa
and
Cruzville
stress that has pursued us in the
for sale on that date. The
April 4, 1922
neighborhoods are greatly inter past. You want a
here and Notice is hereby given that Charles
injunction granted is only tempaper
ested in this drive and are giving we must have
porary, and the final hearing is
patronage if we Hednck, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
assistance possible. Mon make it a success.
every
who, on August 30, 1917, made Home
set for Tuesday of next week, at
abk bodied
stead Entrv No. 017104 for
Reserve, while a term of court day nearly every
:i 7
t.1
l
.1
r
r
man in that section, met at the
mini rvienne, oi rnscu, auem NJ NWJ; WJ NEJ, section 11, town
is being held here.
week at! ship 4S., range 20 W., N. M. P. Mere
Joe Porter place, and under several
the
days this
Among the grounds alleged for
v
dian, has filed notice of his intention to
of Mr. Gatlin and Mogollon.
direction
the
the restraining order.it is claimed
make final three year proof, to estab
A
a vera frxvsta Vina Kaan of ' lish claim to the land above described
the bonds are in excess of the counly agent Koogler mixed and
1500 pounds of poisoned
prepared
one and one third per cent debt
work on the irrigation ditches before Nazario Baca, U. S. Commisfor distribution.
at Quemado, New Mexico, on
grain
a
and
number
that large
limit,
along the Frisco placing them in sioner,
15th
the
about
day of May, 1922
Tuesday
morning
forty good shape for the coming farm
of legal voters were disfranchised
Claimant names as witnesses:
men started out horseback scatbecause they would not produce
season.
Claude Cavin, Jack Wilbanks, Ed
This amount
tax receipts. It is further alleged tering the grain.
Collins,
Perry Hedrick, of Spur Lake,
B.
Neal
Smith is in Albuquercovered about fifteen sections.
New Mexico.
that women property owners
week.
this
Jimmie
Jones
In less than an hour after the que
Nemecia Ascarate,
had been disfranchised and not
drove him to the railroad Tues
was
on
the
placed
Register,
ground
grain
'rmitted to vote unless they dead dogs could be seen
day returning Wednesday.
at
lying
held property in their own name
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.
the entrance to their burrows
T. L. Wilder is pushing the
and that they were denied the
around over the work on his residence building, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
and
scattered
privilege nf voting as community
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
and it will an an attractive addiprairie
March 29, 1922
property owners
I,
Poisoned grain will be. furn- tion to the town when completed
This case comes ud for hearing,
Notice is hereby given that Joe
ished
the
by
biological surve.
Work will start in a few days! Day, of Alma, New Mexico, who, on
as stated above on Tuesday next,
for the use of our farmers at on new a four room
A
and will be watched with interest
cottage for sso.pr" 1S' ia18, made Honwatead Entry
actual cost. Further, the Forest Neal B.
miosu ior nomesteaa &ntry surnot only here in Catron county,
Smith, assistant cashier
vey No. 399 in Sections 25 and 2fi,
will furnish, free of cost,
service
but in all portions of the state, as
at the Reserve State Bank. The Township 10 S. Range 21 W., N. M. P.
co tnose living on
will have four rooms, Meridian, containing 169.79 acres,
it will settle forever, the debt poisoned grain
or aajacent to forest land, if the cottage
bath and be modern in every Has filed notice of intention to make
contracting powers of the countparties will scatter it on the particular.
final three year proof, to establish
ies.
it has been forest
Heretofore,
claim to the land above described, bereserve
without cost
lands
conceeded that a county, city, or
Mrs. J. M. Ireland, who has fore J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner,
to the department. Funds have
viilage could create a debt, by a been
been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. at Gila. New Mexico, on the 22nd day
serprovided by the forest
bond issue of "four per cent of
of May, 1922.
vice for the purchase of the Koogler, at Reserve- for several
Claimant names bb witnesses:
the assessed valuation of the
for
El
left
weeks,
Paso,
Sunday
grain, but no appropriation made
W. J. Morgan, Robert Burns, Jesse
inwhile
the
pieceeding year,"
the labor of scattering the where she will join her husband J. Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma New
for
junction claims one and one third
Nemecia Ascarate, .
poison, therefore it wili be ne- and make the Pass City, their Mexico.
per cent to be the limit of the
home. Mr. Koogle made the
Register
to
done
have
work
this
indebtedness that can be created cessary cost-tround trip to .Magdalena aivi
without
o
the
department
Thft year preceedin
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. the electreturn in one day.
ion our assessment in Catron
Department of the Interior, U. S.Land
Another Early Bird
Work was Btarted this week
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
counter as a little better than
1
on an addition to the Higgins &
Editor
Reserve Advocate:
March 29, 1922
five miflirSn doljars, which would
I noticed in a late McAfee building. The new room
Dear
Sir:
Notice is hereby given that Robert
under a four per cent allowance,
issue of the Advocate a letter win oe used by Bob. James as a L. Burnt, of Alma, New Mexico, who
place the bond issue, with . all
"Old Timer." I too, am barber shop and pressing and on January 10, 1917, made Homestead
signed
other
indebtedness,, including
No. 014536, for Homestead Sur
in favor of an early convention cleaning parlor. The addition will Entry
No. 476 in Section 12, Township 10
our assumption of Catron's part
vey
if I may suggtst, a eunveri be 12 feet wide in the clear and S., Range 21 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
of old Socorro county's indebted and,
tion "of the people, by the peo- extend the full length of , the containing 158.93 acres.- ness well within the law.
for-thHas filed notice of intention to make
people." I do not main building.
The question to .be decided ple,
final three year proof to establish
think politics should be considerhinges absolutelyon thequestioni ed
claim to the land above described be
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
in county affai s but believe
fore J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner
of which statute governs in this;
in more business and less politics Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
at
Gila, New Mexico, on the 22nd day
will
be
as
and;
stated
Instance,
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
in every instance.
of May, 1922.
watched with interest all over
March 81, 1922
I believe that our public officers
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Dave
the state.
W. J. Morgan, Joe Day, Jesse J.
should be "servants chosen by
Pickett, of.Reserve, New Mexico, who

First National Bank
Magdalena, New Mexico,
ctCl;
ha.Aj Xo oltltiJ Sil rr Hf
,
a
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The Largest Financial Institution in Soeerro County
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Baby Says- -

i

J

"I can't always ask for what I want
but I let you know when I get
what I want."

-

III

FOOD

What baby wants most of all is the
loving care of Mother, especially
when Mother is aided by the baby
necessities that we can supply. Our
entire line of baby goods is made
up of the products of manufacturers who have long recognized that

Purity Is Essential

3

We have always used the utmost
care in handling goods in this de-

j

partment. Careful mothers can do nothing

wiser than to come here for baby foods, nurt-i- ng
bottles, nipples, soaps, sponges, powders,
and those internal and external remedies
long associated with the care of the baby.

fo

Everything Baby Needs

To Drill at Cow Springs. the
The O'Conners, who have oil ana
holdings, in Catron, Socorro and this

people to do their bidding," on November 28, 1917, made Home
until puone otncials realize stead Entry No. 017245, for
sw 4 nw
For nw
s
we can not have the best
se 4 nwl-4- ;
sw 4 nw
In the past anyone
could
men.
will start
Valencia counties,
nw
sw
n 2 ne 4 nwl-- 4
nw
sw
ne 4 nw 4 sw
active drilling in the very near be elected if he was nominated sw
nw
sw
nw
sw
future. Their general offices aie by the ddminant political party. sw
I
n 2 sel-- 4 se
section
sw
ask
want
of
the
3;
Catron
people
in Magdalena. The Cow Springs
ne
sw
s 2 ne 4
e
se
location is considered one of the county if that is fair? I say No. se
nel-- 4
se
se
nw 4 se
I think we should get together
most favorable anticlines of their
se
ne 4 se
e
nw
ne
at an early convention, pick good section 4,
holdings, and it is stated that
township 7 S., range 19 W.,
men from all over the county N. M. P. Meridian
they will go down 4,000 feet
Has tiled notice of intention to make
unless oil is found at a lesser that we know would make good final three
year proof to establish claim
officials and then pledge our
depth.
to the land above described, before
selves to elect them. Another T. C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at
Earl Fryer, teacher at the thing. I do not believe in run Reserve, New Mexico, on the 20th day
Glenwood public schools, was ning some old broken down poli of May, 1922
tical has been or someone who Claimant names as witnesses:
in town Saturday.
Andro Higgins, W. S. Hudson, Herod
John Johnson, of the Hugh has been a failure all his life. I F. Hudson, Ed Bustamanta.of Reserve
take the stand that if a man is a Mew Mexico.
McKeen Jprce at Alma, was a
failure personally he will prove
Reserve-busin- ess
Nemecia Ascarate,
visitor
1-

Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma, New
Mexico
Nemecia Ascarate.
Register.
8

NOTICE

4

1-

4

1-

4;

4

4

4

4

4

2

4

4

last

a failure for the public.
Let's get together early and
Cole McClure, of Magdalena,
a bunch of candidates
nominate
was in town Saturday, having
who
be ashamed to ask
we
won't
drill
brought out an
to vote for and
our
neighbors
Resethe
contractors
on
for the
we can vote for with a clear
who
rve-Luna
road.
conscience.
E. E. Engle
Sam Brown, of Luna valley,
brought in a load of wheat State
Superintendant
Saturday which was sold at the
Visiting County Schools
Reserve Flouring mill.
John V. Conway, State SuperLate reports from J. R. Gaunt
of Public Instruction,
intendent
are to the effect that he is imwill be at Mogollon next Monday
proving rapidly and that he can
will be met at that point by
be expected home within three
Miss Campbell, our county suwe$ra 6r sooner.
perintendent, and will visit the
SMrs. Dowell Ward, who has different schools of the county.
been at the Socorro hospital for Mr, Conway will remain in the
leveral weeks, has entirely re- county the entire week and his
covered and returned home this visit will be of great benefit to
Week,,
our, public school system,

4.8

;
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The Reserve Advocate,

$3.00

a year

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 29, 1922.

4

week.

PUBLICATION

Reserve, New Mexico.

4

4

2

FOR

GAUNT'S PHARMACY

Register

Notice is hereby given that Jesse J.
Burns, of Alma, New MexLo, who on
December 17, 1918, made Homestead
Entry No.018445, for Homestead Entry
Survey No. 474 in section 2, township
10 S., Range 21, W., N. M. P, Meri
dian, hag filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before J. F. Shields, U. S. Commissioner, at Gila, New Mexico, on the
22nd day of May, 1922
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joe Day, W. J. Morgan, Robert
Burns, J. T. Allred, of Alma, New
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
8
Register.

J. GRANT,
The Plumber
MAGDALENA

SOCORRO

Steam Fitting
Fixtures
Bathroom and Toilet Furniture

Plumbing.

4--
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" Dealers in Everything"
We Sell

the Best Goods Obtainable at the Lowest Possible Prices

ReSerVe,

Come in and See our Stock

ic

fJeiV

MeXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, UEW

THE RESERVE
NO MONKEY

Radio Phone Is

BUSINESS

From a Toy Wireless Telephone
Has Now Become Household Convenience.

35 STATIONS

GIVING

SERVICE

Out of thk Air Com Dally New Bulletins, Lcctur, Sermons, Vocal and

Instrumental Concert
Other Features.

Ne

York.

to the air"?

and

Have you got your "ear

Thouwinda have. Euthusiasm over
the wireless telephone Is spreading treFrom a fud and a toy the
mendously.
radio receiving set baa become a household convenience.
Out of the air come dally news bulletins, lectures, strmous, vocal and In-

strumental concerts, operas, market
reports, government time slgnuls, shipping news, weather forecasts, fashion
tips, agricultural reports, church servstories.
ices and children's
Iiadlo broadcasting service la available In all purts of the United Stutes.
Probably not less than 250,000 receiving sets are In operation, the dally
audience thut listens In numbering
more than 1,000,000 people.
There are 14,000 amateur transmitting stations operated by enthusiastic
experimenters and capable of
broudcasting. Numerous government stations broadcast ofllclul
business, but also can be used In distributing speeches or messages to the
country at lurge.
bed-tim- e

short-distanc- e

Luncheon in Medinet Hobu Temple
::

be.

' i,::'V

'

ft'JJ"

.

Certainly he Is no longer a rake, alhe was known us one before
marriage. But Is he a good husband?
I have been asking Elizabeth Ann, a
London Answers writer states.
Now, Elizabeth Ann Is a very common-sense
person. She doesn't, for Instance, believe that every man must at
some time sow his wild oats and that
If he doesn't sow them before marriage he will do so after. She married
her reformed rake because she loved
him and believed In him.
Maybe she'd still have married him,
had no reformation taken place having a woman's usual faith In her
powers as a reformer. But this by the

WARNING

"Now, cut out the 'monkey business'
and let's get weighed," says Keeper
Parker of the Lincoln park zoo, Chicago. This Is a common occurrence
at the zoo, for Mr. Parker keeps his
"children" in the pink of condition.
This one Is the prime favorite of the
young visitors to the zoo.

Relic of California
Gold

Rush Imperiled

historic
Cal. The
Coloma,
Welmnr oak here is in peril. BeIt endangers his form
cause
home, Homer Metcalf may cut
It was under
down the oak.
this tree that Mr. and Mrs. Peter Weimar

constructed

their

home when they cnme to Coloma
with James W. Marshall, the discoverer of gold, In 1848, nnd part
of the historic old home still
stands on the spot. It was In
tills house that Mrs. Weimar
boiled the nuggets In sonp suds
and discovered their preclous-ness- .
and It was this discovery
that sent the news round the
world which brought the gold
rush to California.

Say

Colds

Toothache
Earache

"Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggist.
Aspirin I

the trade mark of Barer Manufacture of Monoaeetlcacldeatar of Sallcrllcacld
HORSES

I' SB

COUGHING?

Compound
Spohn's Distemper
condition.
back

Twenty-eigIn
to break It up and get them
In treating Cough
yesra' me has made "SPOHN'S" Indispensable
their reiultlng compliand Colds, lnfluenia. and Distemper, withnone
Acta
and lungs.
cation!, and all diseases of the throat,
marveloualy aa a preventive, acta equally well aa a cure. Obtainable In two sizes at drug atorea.

way.

Her theory today Is that the man
who has tasted to the full of worldly
pleasures and has turned from them,
has found out the hollow mockery of
them. For him they have lost their
He is unlikely to go back to
appeal.
the tilings which formerly drew him,
so long as he Is happy.
Elizabeth Ann hus set herself the
task of keeping her man hnppy in life's
simpler Joys. In the ties of her, herself, and their child, she places her
faith. And she does not believe that
faith will ever be shattered.
"Tim appreciates home life," she
"He Is getting more real
told me.
pleasure out of the rose garden and
lily pond we are making than he ever
derived from one of his riotous eveThe perspective of his mind
nings.
has altered and he'll never go back to
his old wild ways."
Tim, as a reformed rake, makes a
good husband. Is he an exception?
When one probes into the reasons
why some men become rnkes one finds
that real wickedness is not always the
driving power. There Is good and evil
In every man, and the victory of the
one er the other hinges on many things.
rake Is not a rake at
Many a
heart. He becomes so through environment and lack of thought. And
It is that sort of rake who, reformed,
can become a good husband. Your
thoroughly bad character does not re

I

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians,
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for

though

Now An Expert

I

i

Although it was stated at the church
congress at Birmingham that "the reformed rake never was and never will
be a good husband," there are folk who
hold an opposite opinion.
Elizabeth Ann does. She married a
reformed rake, and we were all aware
of her dubious experiment. We have
also watched it with interest. But to
the outside world Elizabeth Ann's husband appears to be all that he should

Met 20 Ghosts;

Broadcasting stations giving public
service now are operated In 85 cities.
Here is the list:
Newark, N. J. TVestinghouse Elec- Washington Man Upsets Popular
tric and Manufacturing company staBelief by Saying Hands
tion ; hourly service from 11 a. m. to
10 p. m.
Not Clammy.
New York Western Electric company station (experimental) ; occasional service.
Roselle Park, N. J. Iiadlo Corpora- ONE GHOST BROUGHT APPLES
tion station ; dally service.
Deal Beach, N. J. Western Electric
company station (experimental) ; occa- Liked All Hie Spooky Visitor Except
His
One
Treat Them Kindly,
sional service.
Mass.
Advice One Ghost Wore
Springfield,
Westlnghouse
station ; hourly service.
Patched Garments.
Hartford, Conn. C. D. Tuska company station ; concerts Tuesday, ThursWashington. Antigonlsh and Its
day and Saturday evenings.
ethereal visitor, which apparently has
Muss.
American Radio gone on a strike since the arrival of
Medford,
and Research corporation; news serv- scientists and curiosity seekers, Is
ice.
backed into Insignificance when comStheneetndy, N. Y. Union college pared to the bodyless visitors who
stnM.m; occasional programs of music. sometimes pick cut Washington as a
Washington, D. C Government sta- ghostly rendezvous.
tion, broadcasting correct time at noon
At least so suys William II. Bryson,
and 10 p. in. dally. White and Boyer 1002 M street, N. W., amateur ghost
station, concerts and radio lectures chaser of the District, who allows that
Tuesday and Friday evenings.
since he first started studying the
Atlnnta, Ga. Carter Electric com- hubits and mannerisms of spooks, five
pany station ; news and music pro- years ago, he hus been visited by 20
gram Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday assorted ghosts, nil of whom turned
out with one exception to be first rote
evenings.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Westlnghouse sta- chaps.
tion ; complete daily program.
Bryson, who until recently was emCincinnati, O. Precision Equipment ployed In the government service In a
company station ; music and vaudeville
capacity, had come out
programs and sport reports Monday, with the blanket statement that ghosts
do have bodily characteristics and,
Wednesday nnd Saturday evenings.
Give Grand Opera.
contrary to popular belief, the hand
'
Chicago, 111. Westlnghouse station; clasp of a spook Is warm and not cold
complete dally program; concerts Fri- and clammy.
While the hunter after the habitat
day evening; grand opera program
every evening except Friday during of the dweller In the world beyond
has made no effort to photograph Ills
opera season.
Mudlson, Wis. University of Wis- nocturnal visitors, he says he has held
consin station; weather reports dally, protracted conversations with many of
except Sunday, ut 12 :35 p. m. ; music his friends and relatives who have
passed on.
program Friday evenings.
One Ghoet Carried Apples.
Kansas City, Mo. Western Radio
It might be said that Bryson goes
company stntlon; market reports and
weather forecasts dally; concerts further in his research In the fact that
he avers that one of the ghosts who
every evening.

Husband.

Not Every One Who Ha Sown Hi
Wild Oat Before Marriage Continues the Practice.

of Nebras-

cast and concerts every evening.
Austin, Tex. University of Texas
stutlon; local news and athletic reports dally.
Sua Francisco, Cal.
Commercial
and hotel stations broadcasting concerts every evening. California theater
broadcasting performances nightly.
Los Angeles, Cal. Hamburger's department store; dally service.
San Jose, Cal. Harrold laboratories
station ; dully service.
Other cities having broadcasting staPhiladeltions Include:
Clevelond,
phia. ColumbuB, O., Buffalo, Detroit,
Mich., Akron, O., Hamilton, O., Seattle,
Wash., Houston, Tex., Duvenport, In,,
Iowa City, Io Rome, Ga Paris, Tex.
This does not Include government
stations, except the Arlington naval
station. In addition the government
has 230 land radio stations.
Probably the biggest public service
broadcasting station In the country Is
being built by the American Telegraph
and Telephone company In New York.
After It Is placed In operation others
will be built In various centers over
the country.

Said Frequently to Make
Good

ka stutlon ; concerts every evening.
Denver, Col. Reynolds Radio com-pau- y
news twice dally ; concerts
;
every evening.
Dallas, Tex. Police and Fire department stutlon; news, weather fore-

Active.

35 Station

Neb.Unlverslty

Lincoln,

MEN DOREFORM"
"Rake"

No Longer Fad

MEXICO

8FOHN MEDICAL

GOSHEN,

COMPANY

INDIANA

Entertainment at Home.
"You are much more serious In your
addresses than you used to be," remarked the friend. "Many's the
a mass meeting was held In your
honor, you'd simply hire a hand, tell
a few anecdotes nnd let it go st that?""
"True!" responded Senator
WHY DRUGGISTS RECOMMEND
ghum. "Modem Invention has changedr
all tlint. I've got to give 'em real
SWAMP-ROOT
thoughts. You can't expect a statesman to go through life trying to comFor many years druggists have watched pete with the phonographs and the'
with much interest the remarkable record comic supplements."
Appropriate Selection.
Having just finished his sermon on
"Gossip nnd Slander," a minister in
the suburbs announced the hymn, "I
Love to 'Tell the Story." Boston
Transcript.

time-whe-

ja

maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
the great kidney, liver and bladder medicine.
It is a physician'a prescription.
Swamp-Roois a strengthening
medit
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and bladder do the work nature intended they
should do.
Swamp-Roo- t
has stood the test of years.
It is sold by all druggists on its merit
and it should help you. No other kidney
medicine has so many friends.
Be sure to get Swamp-Roo- t
and start
treatment at once.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer &, Co., Bingharaton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

An

Equation.

O'Rourke
The mun phwnt has
e Is now-thinMcToole So
man phwat hus wan, b'gob ! Life.

If You Need Strength and

Reserve Power
Take

TANLAC
The World's Greatest Tonic

Ask Your Dealer
(or

Aa a Friend.

"Is Flubdub a free thinker?';'
lie
Cour
"No, he's
married."-"Loulsvi-

4WtExCELL0
aUSBIRLIIt
S USPENDERd

mi

form.
Year's Wear Guaranteed
Society Is willing to recognize true
Alwayg com- reformation In a man, and has but a
iortaDie,
Important to Mothers
No rubber
of
bottle
sins.
Women
Examine carefully every
short memory for his past
to rot.
old
famous
that
remedy
CASTORIA,
rhosphor
NuWauMaUiealfo
marry reformed rakes every day.
uronia
see that It
But Elizabeth Ann made a little con for Infants and children, and
Eprinei
trivfl tha
mouths
visit
about three
fession. "There s one thing about Tim."
trateh. If your dealer doesn't
paid him a
or Excellos,
carry
or
what appeared she said. "He never wants to go anyago wore silk gloves,
aena Direct, eiving dealer!
L
nam. Accept no auDBtitut.
to be silk and felt like that material, where or do anything such as the aver- In Use for Over 80 Tears.
23
Way Strach tuMvndar
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and was carrying a few red apples.
age husband would expect to go and Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Is
bride.
bored
He
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do
with
by
many
Asked If he had held any protracted
PKKACHKR DISCOVERS EFFECTIVE
conversation with his ghostly friend things that would thrill me. Having got
There Is such a thing as being too
REMEDY FOR BRONCHITIS
life's pleasures, they hold no
coughing for 30 years. Rev. J, J. Richunselfish, but very few of us are In After haa
Bryson admitted he had nnd went so tired of
a treatment fnr chronic
ard
to
So
now.
have
perfected
him
for
I
far as to say he ate a shady apple. attraction
He ts so grateful for hi recovbronchitis.
danger of fulling Into the excess.
ery and so anxious to help other sufferers,
The fruit had no flavor, he said, but content myself with home life, and
that he will explain thla simple treatment
leave the giddy whirl alone. That is
Rev. Richards-sayfree to all who write him.
Don't Forget Cuticura Talcum
Bryson declares that a core was left
It goes right to the root of the trouble,
for having a husand can produce It If occasion de- the price I must pay
When adding to your toilet requisites. quickly overcoming constant coughing and
band who was once a rake."
It is soothing and healmands.
An exquisite face, skin, baby and dust difficultIf breathing.
you, a friend or relative, suffer,
ing.
And many women who marry re
RICHARDS CHEMICAL
COMPANY,
On one occasion,
ing powder and perfume, rendering writs
Bryson said, his formed rakes have to face this conOHIO.
8 East Broad St., COLUMBUS,
brother visited him and complained dition. But most of them fulfill It other perfumes superfluous. You may
White Leghorn CIilx. Genera
rely on it because one of the Cuticura Winter186Laying
bitterly about conditions on the willingly, finding it worth while.
Pen A, 200
to 200 egg, 16c each.
g
Trio (Soap, Ointment and Talcum). flock
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Florida sencoast where a
Hoganized
years.
eggs up. 26c each.
D. C. Derlnger, LaJunta, Colo.
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past
everywhere.
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mUllt I want to make some
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Simple.
the beach nymphs or the conditions received a new turn by the action of
Bide money in congenial work, write Chas. Murdock,
toes
I
from
can
"How
going
my
T.
W.
keep
lUth Floor,
Waggoner flldg., bX Worth, Texas.
regarding the Influx of foreign spirits the congregation of the First Baptist
from Scotland the ghost diil not sny, church at Ashevllle, N. C. It is the to sleep?"
22.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
"Don't let them turn in."
but he nevertheless said he would
purpose to erect at a cost of $550,000
seek some other clime during the wincnurcn
on
y
the
an eight-storbuilding
ter of 1023.
property In the downtown section. The
subare
ones
also
The wandering
new church building would proviae
"My Linen skirts are awf 'ly ahort
periods in swimming pools, basketball courts,
ject to down-and-oNow I don't think that's wrong,
one
n3
"slmdowlnnd,"
Bryson states.
reading rooms and baths in the baseAnd Mama says that Faultless Starch,
friend who was rather opulent here ment. The muin church auditorium
came wandering Into his room with would be on the ground floor, while the
Will make them wear quite long."
garments that had been second floor would be given over to a
ghostly
The
modern Sunday school system.
patched in several places.
remuinine stories would be converted
Don't Like Cold Reception.
Into business offices, the rental from
In this connection the saying that
hleh would nrovide sufficient revenue
"you can't take U with you" may lie to meet the financial needs of the
erroneous, us the spook gave every church. Milwaukee Sentinel.
evidence, according to' the spectator,
of being in need of a few shades of
Flappers' Skirt Worth $1 an Inch.
greenbacks to buy a new set of garThe favorite uncle was fairly ra
ments.
tional, according to his two nieces, who
Some of the shades that return nnd wore of the flunner age. about every
haunt the scenes of their life are not thing except the matter of skirts. Here
Inclined to be kindly disposed, espehe had foolish objections to brevity.
cially if one turns the covers over the And the uncle had ways of enforcing
head and keeps mum until the ghost his opinion.
loses heart ut the cold reception and
"You know what that man aid'
offer to home ankers opportunities that cannot
be secured elsewhere. The thousands of farmers
blows off to some more hospitable
nirl one of the elris to a chum. "When
from the United States who have accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on FREE homesteads
place.
Judith and I cnme down to dinner he
or buy farm land in her provinces have been well
tnne
bald
ocitert
a
measure,
mother for
Another ghost that Bryson knew In
repaid by bountiful crops. There is still availthe flesh, according to the medium, ap- he was going to give us a dollar for
able on easy terms
peared to him on one occasion and bit- each Inch In our skirts. We're both
Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre
terly berated liiin for having lost a the same size, but Ruth's was longer,
land similar to that which through many years
haa yielded from 20 to 45 bushel of wheat
few dollars of his while on earth in iimt hv chance, and she got $3 more
to
the acre oats, barley and flax also in great
a business deul. "In the future you than I did. Next time he comes I'm
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
of farmand hogeisequallyprontable. Hundreda
will see me often," the spook is said going to wear a train." Chicago Jour
ers in western Canada have raised crops in a
whole
cost of
to have announced In the lnnguage of nal.
more
worth
the
season
than
single
their land. With such success comes prosperity,
the beyond, and to prove it he came
homes and all the comforts
good
Independence,
for six nights running.
Establishing a Precedent
and conveniences which make life worth living.
"Do you think we ought to require
Asked If he ever became nervous at
Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying .yh.M
are sources of incomet second only to grain
thn nocturnal
visitations,
payment of loans made abroad?"
Bryson
ana biock raising, siumtuvc t,n
Corntossel.
Farmer
growing
answered
hastened to remark that he did not In"No,"
cnurtuca,
mate, goua ncignuuie,
vite the bodyless ones to visit him, but "Payin' of loans Is a nuisance."
good market, railroad facilities, rural UAw
nhone. etc.
"But cancellation of the debts to
did not put up signs thut uo spook
For Uluitritfld literature, maps, dncription of farm
opportunities id oaatmora.,
which I refer would not assist you."
traffic would he allowed.
duwonwu,
Alberta and British Col umbU,rdU08d
"It might, I'm almln' to be considerHe qualified his last statement by
rauway ratal, ace., write
saying that a prohibitive sign would able In debt and when payin' time
W. V. BENNETT
only go to rile the departed ones nnd comes I don't see as how the authoriRoom 4, Bee Bldg., Omtha, Neb.
he would no doubt have his home clutties could fall to show me as much
Au4horl.TWl Agant, Ompi. of Immigration
tered up with a bevy of ghosts each consideration as they would a
and Colonisation, Dominion of Canada
berate
for
who
hliu
his
might
light
uokmdness.
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Here's a nice quiet spot for luncheon In tlw Temple of Medinet nobu, directly across tlie Nile from Karnak. The three little girls in the picture are
wnttrcartlers and the reeds they are holding are to fan flies from the travellers
and their donkeys. From the time the tourist sets forth on his ride to the
ruins until lie returns, several of the children follow him on their
tasks.
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Take Yeast
Vitamon Tablets
To Round Out
Face and Figure

PREPARING PORK

Bulletin Gives Different Methods

for Farmers.

-

DIFFERENT

WAYS

OF

CURING

Young Animals From 8 to 12 Months
Old Are Best for Furnishing Home
Meat Supply
Avoid Danger
,

If

you

iKnlifuni

are

hollow-cheeke-

sallow-skinne-

sunken-chested
and
weak or run down and want generally
to round
out your face and figure to pleasing
and normal proportions you will find
this simple test well worth trying:
Urst weigh yourself and measure
yourself. Next take Mastin's VITAMON two tablets with every meal.
Then weigh and measure
yourself
again each week and continue taking
Mastin's VITAMON regularly until
you are satisfied with your gain In
weight and energy. Mastin's VITAMON
tablets contain highly concentrated
as well as the two
other still more Important vitamlnes
(Fat Soluble A and Water Soluble C)
together with organic iron and real
lime salts. They will not upset the
stomach or cause gas, but on the coto
ntrary are a great aid to
overcome constipation anddigestion,
as a general conditioner of the whole system.
Pimples, bolls and skin eruptions seem
to vanish like magic under Its purifying Influence, the complexion becomes
fresh and beautiful, the cheeks rosy
Instead of pale, the lips red instead of
colorlesB, the eyes bright instead of
dull. So rapid and amazing are the
results that thousands of people everywhere are now taking to them as a
511 Irk way to
put on weight and increase
Be sure to remember the
energy.
name Mastin's
the original and genuine
tablet
there Is nothing else like it so do
not accept Imitations or substitutes.
You can get Mastin's VITAMON at
any druggist.

of Disease.

(Prepartd by tht United States Department
Of Agriculture.)
Every farmer can well produce the
pork and pork products whtch are con
sumed on his farm, for selling hogs
and buying pork Involves profits, but
not to the farmer engaged In the practice. This point Is brought out In
Farmers' Bulletin 1186, published by

Used

in

Industry.

Depends on Good Farm Prac
tices, Seeds, Plants, Fertilizer, Planting, Cultivation and Thorough
r
Spraying.

Much

(Prepared by the United States Departmen
of Agriculture.)
About 2
quurts of canned to
matoes Is the yearly per capita con
sumption In the United States, accord'
ing to figures of the Vnlted States

Department of Agriculture. How the
tomato Is grown, put up, and shipped.
together with practices followed in
communities where Its cultivation Is
highly specialized, are given In Farm
ers' Bulletin No. 1233, recently Issued,
copies of which may be obtained free
of charge upon application to the De
partment of Agriculture at Washing-

the United States Department of k
rlculture, whlcli tells how hogs should
be killed and describes different methods of curing and canning pork on the
farm. Highly nutritious and palatable
pork products for home use are easily
Pork can
made, says the bulletin.
be cured and conned in a number of
ways and the variety of products affords a supplement to the dally meals.
Young Hogs Yield Best Meat
A hog of medium condition, gaining rapidly In weight, yields the best
quality of meat. A reasonable amount
of fat gives Juiciness and flavor to the
meat, but large amounts of fat are
Smooth,
even, and
objectionable.
deeply-fleshe-

d

hogs

yield

nicely-marble- d

The Noble Darling.
"Willie," salt! the mother,
?Jothes are wet. You have been In supply.
The bulletin emphasizes especially
the water again."
the Importance ' of selecting only
"Yes, mother," snld Willie, bravely,
"I went In to suve Charlie Jones."
healthy hogs for slaughter and of
"My noble darling!" cried his moththoroughly cooking all pork products
er. "Did you jump In after him?"
used for food.
Even if the hog has been properly
"No, mother," replied Willie, "I
jumped In first so as to be there when red and carries a prime finish, the
he fell in."
IN

PRIZES

FOR THE BEST RHYMES
A new contest is Just being started
which will Interest every woman and
girl who reads this paper. Any woman
or girl can enter this Contest anyone
can win
All one has to do Is to
write a
rhyme on Dr. Price's
Phosphate Baking Powder, using only
the Ayords which appear either on the
label of the Dr. Price can (front and
back) or on the printed slip which Is
found ljp
h.Pr. Price can.
?
Isn't
Everyone likes to
make rhymes and here Is a chance to
.spend a fascinating hour or two writing rhymes on this popular Baking
Powder and perhaps winning a substantial prize for your efforts.
59 CASH PRIZES
For the rhyme selected as best a
prize of $100 will be given; for the
second, third and fourth best rhymes
prizes of $75, $50 and $25, respectively will be given. And besides these
prizes there will be 55 prizes of $5
each for the next 55 best rhymes. With
such a long list of prizes as these, it
would be a pity not to try your hand
at it I
Here Is a
rhyme as an example :
Two teaspoons of this powder make
Biscuits, muffins, pie or cake,
Tft Price's Co., guarantee
Xo alum in the cans to be.
v

As

Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking
Powder sells for only 25 cents a 12
oz. can at grocery stores, some
rhymes could play up the remarkable
economy of this pure and wholesome
baking powder which contains no alum.
All rhymes must be received by
May 1, 1922.
Only words appearing
either on the label of the Dr. Price

f roper

Hardy Tomato Plant Started in Pot.
ton, D. C The bulletin also contains
valuable suggestions to growers as to
methods which are profitably followed
where the crop Is most successful.
The story of the tomato Is that of a
delicacy which has lived down a bad
name and come Into Its own nfter
years of effort. Of American origin, It
attracted unfavorable attention first
about 1800, and for a long time was
branded as poisonous and consequently avoided. Later, designated as the
love apple, it found favoi with a few
lovers of delicacies and with growers.
By 1887 the total pack of canned to
matoes In the United States was about
cans
3,000,000 cases of 24
each. Now the commercial pack, ex
clusive of soups, purees, ketchup, and
pulp exceeds 10,000,000 cases of 24
No. 8 cans. These figures do not In,
elude the millions of cans put up by
housewives for home consumption or
the fresh tomatoes which grace American tables during the growing season.
Chief among the states where to
matoes are raised for canning are, in
order named : Maryland, Indiana, Mis
souri, Delaware, New Jersey, New
York, Utah, Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and
West Virginia. The acreage planted In
tomatoes for canning purposes only
In 1920 was 244,745. The yield from
that acreage was 1,003,358 tons.
The bulletin follows the methods
used from the seed to the can,
describes methods of planting, soils
best adapted for the vegetable's
growth, tells how the crop may best
be harvested, and sums up the chief
requirements for good results as fol-

Equipment for Rapid and Skill
ful Work at Killing Time la Impor-tant.
best quality of meat cannot be obtained If the animal Is not healthy.
There Is always some danger that
diseases may be transmitted to the
lows :
person who eats the meat, particu"Successful tomato growing depends
larly If It Is not thoroughly cooked.
on good farm practices, good seed,
Hogs Before Killing.
Hogs Intended for slaughter should good plants, proper fertilizer, careful
not be kept on full feed up to the planting, clean cultivation, and distime of killing. It is better to hold ease control through spraying and
t
them entirely without feed for 18 to through the use of
24 hours prior to that time, but they varieties. Growers who pay attention
to these factors produce crops which
should have all the fresh drinking water they want. It is essential to have give them satisfactory returns."
the proper equipment for rapid and
skillful work at killing time. Such GOOD EMERGENCY FEED CROP
equipment includes a straight sticking
steel Sudan Grass Is Rapidly Replacing Mil
knife, a cutting knife, a
to keep the knives sharp, a hog hook
let in Many States Useful Sumfor holding the animals, a
mer Pasture.
stick scraper, a gambrel for holding
is admirably adapted
Sudan
cutgrass
to
facilitate cleaning and
the hog
ting the meat, and a meat saw. I? for use as an emergency hay crop,
the hog Is not too large, a barrel is a and Is rapidly supplanting millet In
convenient receptacle for scalding.
many states. It Is being used successComplete directions for killing and fully by thousands of farmers as a
For this purpose
cleaning a hog, properly cutting the summer pasture.
reportions of meat, rendering lard, mak- there are few crops that give better
ing sausage, smoking cured meat, and turns and serve so well to supplement the permanent pastures and the
borne canning of pork and pork products are described In the bulletin, feed lot.
copies of which can be obtained free
on application to the Department of FEED CROPS ARE CONVENIENT
disease-resistan-

d

can (front and back) or on the
printed slip contained Inside the can
may be used. These words may be
used as often as desired, but no other
words will be allowed. If you haven't
a can of Dr. Price's, a copy of the
label and the printed slip will be sent
to you free upon request.
Any woman or girl may enter the
Contest, but only one rhyme from each
person will Jxq considered. In case of
ties, the Ppit-- amount of the prize will
be given to each tying contestant.
Write plainly on only one side of a Agriculture.
sheet of paper and be sure to give
May Not "Bring In Much Money, But
RIGHT TIME TO PLANT CORN
your name and address.
They Take Care of Animal
Send your rhyme before May 1st to
Which Can Be Sold.
Price Baking Powder Factory, 1009 In Central Corn Belt Seed" Planted In
Feed crops may not bring much cash
Independence Blvd., Chicago, 111. AdApril li Slow in Coming Up and
but
they are very convenient to take
vertisement.
Not
Is
Hardy.
care of the animals. The animals may
Not in China.
There Is a right time to plant corn, be converted Into cash or the prod
The Chinese make It an and usually the better farmers wheth- ucts from animals such as milk, cream,
, Traveler
Invariable rule to settle all their debts er they figure by the calendar, by the etc. It Is not an easy matter to pro
New Year's day.
size of oak leaves, or by the phases duce too much feed. It Is hoped that
Yes, but the Chinese of the moon. In every neighborhood the money generally paid out for feed
'don't have a Christmas the week be- know when that right time comes.
will be kept at home tills year.
fore.
It Is suggeoted, however, that more
corn Is planted too early than too late. GIVE SOY BEANS ATTENTION
The person who does his own task, Corn Is a hot weather plant. In the
whatever It is, bravely and well, self central corn belt the seed that Is Crop Should Not Be Overlooked by
Idom has time to criticise others.
planted In April Is usually stow In
Progressive Farmer in Adjustcoming up and less hardy than the
ing Corn Acreage. '
teed planted about the middle of Hay.
Soon
Disappears
Dyspepsia
Soy beans should not be overlooked
The distribution of rainfall affects the
When You
yield, and this varies from season to by the progressive farmer In the te
Take
season, but the corn experts say, and adjustment of kls corn acreage. They
this theory Is verified by common ex- require careful attention like corn, hut
perience, that the best yields and most they will make his decreused acreage
rapid growth may be expected from of MTa worth more money. It Is a
: 25,000,000 Bottles Soto!
the medium planting dates.
high protein, high oil crop In one.
Stay-at-Ho-
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HICAGO.
Victoria Klensy, sixteen
years old, used to live at 8454
South
Mackinaw' avenue,
Chicago.
Friday morning at 2 o'clock, Edward
Cllft, 161 West Chestnut street, encountered her at State and Congress
streets. She was crying.

Mrs. Ida Youngblood
Jamestown, La. "I Buffered with
my right side, back and head.
A
friend of mine told me to try Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription and It
did me so much good I never get tired
of praising it, for I believe It saved
my life. I am forty-twyears old now
and my health is very good, tho' when
I think I need a medicine I get the
'Fuvorlte Prescription,' as It is the only
medicine I ever got that did me any
good. I tried several doctors, but none
of them helped me.
Now I am enjoying good health." Mrs. Ida
o

"What's the matter, little girl?" he
asked.
"I'm starving," she answered I've
been afraid to ask anybody for anything. I've just been walking up and

Young-bloo-

Favorite Prescription

Is

made

with-

out alcohol and can be obtained from

Mrs. Dnnek remembered a North side your nearest druggist, in tablets or
banker whose daughter died three liquid. If you write Dr. Pierce, president Invalids' Hotel. Buffalo, N. Y., he
years ago. Victoria strikingly resem will give you confidential medical adbles her. Mrs. Danek telephoned him, vice free of cost. Don't wait
a minute
The banker and his wife came to tin if you're ailing.
station. Before Victoria realized what
was happening she was sitting In ao
automobile driving north.
"I cannot reveal the name of the
instantly opens your head and
man who adopted her," said M!rs,
makes breathing easy. Fine for
one
he
of Chicago'
Is
Danek, "but
CATARRH COLDS COUGHS
most prominent men."
751 at stores Or 851 by mall. Address
It being Sunday, all tUe stores and
New York Drug Concern. New York
Th
dress and
shops were closed.
slippers that Victoria wore Sunday
All
Out
night nt dinner were taken from
chest that had remained unopened for
Time?
You Need
three years.

HOMENTA
at

Played
Quitting

TANLAC

Two Widows Mourning for Same Husband

one-qua-

I

Cinderella Changes Fathers and Homes

down."
t Cllft bought her a meal. Then he
took her to a movie In West Madison
street, because she wanted "to go
somewhere where I can keep warm."
She would not tell him her name. He
notified the police. They kept her at
South Clark street station until Sunday morning. To Mrs. Helene Danek,
president of the Woman's Protective
association, she finally told her story.
"Nobody loves me at home," she
said. "My father beats me. So does
my brother. I do all the housework.
Last Thursday my father told me,
'Get out of here and get a Job. And
don't you dnre come back here till
you do, I was afraid to go home."
Studying the girl's winsome face,

meats. The meat of old hogs
will be improved If they are properly
fattened before slaughter, but young
hogs from eight to twelve months old
"your are best for furnishing the home meat

5525
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TO USE OR SELL

With Firm Flesh

chut

SUCCESSFUL TOMATO
GROWING DESCRIBED

Selling Hogs and Buying Pork Is
Not a Profitable Practice

NEW MEXICO

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

The World's Greateit Tonie

Then Mrs. Belle Gilbert, the secwoman
ond wife, a middle-ageThat Started Him.
beautiful, gray haired, wept because
11 :M0 p. m.)
she had sent the telegram.
Stnyinte
"My mot"Now they'll slander my poor dear,' to Is to live and let live."
Miss Bright (stilling a ynwii) "I
she tried. "And lies dead and can
make no answer.
'Why did you keep wish it was to sleep and let sleep."
this to yourself all these years?' I
asked him. And he snld that It whs MOTHER!
OPEN
deiul and forgotten and there was no
use digging It up nguin."
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CHICAGO The death of Edward J
Gilbert Is a double blow to his Chi
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP
cago family. Mrs. Claire Gilbert, 321

(t

When Edward J.
T OS ANGELES.
Gilbert, mining expert, died in ills
home at 1230 Crown Hill avenue, his
widow asked the doctor for his advice.
I learned four months ago," she said,
"that my husband has another wife
and two children In Chicago. Shall I
telegraph them?"
Gilbert disappeared from his home
He went
In Chicago 19 years ago.
jjjo Mexico and there In 1905 he mar
ried again. And for 17 years he kept
his secret from his second wife.
Four months ago Mrs. Claire Gilbert
of 321 East
street, Chicago, called up the Pleasant apartments here, owned by Gilbert and his
second wife, and asked for her hus
band.
She had JuBt learned his
Forty-eight-

h

East

Forty-eighth-

,

street, learned thai

while she was spending thousands in
search, her husbund was living with
a second wife. Her children, who
have been prosecuting the search, are
Miss Claire Gilbert, twenty years old

Your little one will love the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup" even if
constipated, bilious, irritable, feverish,
or full of cold. A teuspoonful never
fulls to cleanse the liver and bowels.
,
twenty-sixand Eurl Jay Gilbert, Jr.,
In a few hours you cau see for yourYork
New
an actor of
City.
self how thoroughly it works all the
"My son and I are going to Los sour bile, and
food out of
I want him to see his fath the bowels nnd undigested
Angeles.
you huve a well, player's body," said Mrs. Gilbert.
ful child ugaln.
never ceased to love my husband and
Millions of mothers keep "California
will continue to cherish his memory.
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
He simply drifted away. He never
today saves a sick child toconsciously hurt any one In his life. morrow. Ask your
druggist for genu
I haven't the heart to blame the wom- ine "California
Fig Syrup," which has
an he illegally married. I'm sure she's directions for babies
and children of
suffering too."
all ages printed on bottle. Mother!
You must say "California" or you may
get an imitation tag syrup. Advertise-

Sisters May Sit Together in Congress

"If you run for
ASHLAND,
shall, too!" Mrs.
Irene Cleveland Buell, city prosecutor
here, wrote that to her sister, Mrs.
A. K. Gault, mayor of St. Peter, Minn.
Mrs. Gault announced her candidacy.
And as soon as news reuched Mrs.
Buell sire, too, filed her petition as a
candidate from the Fourth Nebraska
district. Both Bisters will run as progressive Democrats. Their platforms
will advocate soldiers' bonus, decreased taxes, better farm prices,
strict law enforcement and uniform
marriage laws.
Mrs. Buell and Mrs. Cox were "born
to politics," they say. Their mother
was a cousin of Grover Cleveland.
That's the wherefore of Mrs. Buell's
middle name.. And their father, the
late E. St. Jullen Cox, was a lawyer,
and the first mayor of St. Peter, Minn.
Both
Mrs. Gault fills that Job now.
women were pioneer suffragists.
The sisters' leaning toward politics
doesn't hut them off from the Joys
of domesticity. Both are model housewives and enjoy home life.
And each sister Is the mother of a
son who served oyerseas In the war.
The two boys now are attending the
NEB.
T

J

FOR

CONGRESS

ment.
Aunt Ada's Axioms: Order means
peace for the home, sanity for the
mina, ana security for tne state.

Miserable With Backache?

32S?
Boston School of Technology. They've
written letters of congratulation to

their mothers.
As city prosecutor Mrs. Buell created a stir here when she sought full
enforcement of the Fourth of July orThe ordinunce prohibits fire
dinance.
crackers. Seven violators, Including
the mayor's brother, were urrested
Mrs. Buell opened a prosecution. The
mayor snld he'd dismiss her If she
didn't drop It. She didn't. Then the
city council passed a resolution dis
missing her and repealing the offending ordinunce. But this dismissal was
found Incorrect legally, and Mrs. Buell
was retained. The Fourth of July
violators were found guflty and fined.

The Eternal Triangle With Variations
mother of another child.

become the
"I am to blame, and I want to support both of the families ; . It is all
my fault," said the man.
"Jail the woman, not my husband,"
said the Injured wife, "she 'vamped'
him. It Is all her fault."
"Just make him provide for my
babies. I don't want him, but please
protect my children," pleaded the little mother.
The Slaughterback girl told Judge
wife, with Llndsey that she became acquainted
DENVER,. An Injured
They
child : "the other with Jones three years ago.
became ' Intimate and Jones estabwoman," carrying ner nneen-monu- iold Illegitimate baby in her arms; and lished her In a home at 3010 Stout
one of street. When the clijld was about to
the husband, who completed
cases of the be born, she said, she found that Jones
the most complicated
man and could not
eternal triangle which has come to was a mart-leShe said:
light In this city, faced each other In marry, her.
"I never wont to see him again.
the Juvenile court before Judge Ben
He has beaten me black and blue,
B. Llndsey.
Both wife and woman have been and I don't love hlra. I only stayed
cognlzanx of each other's existence with him after the baby was born for
for years, and have submitted to the her sake. I don't want him in Jail,
domestic
arrangements which Bob-er- t because then he can't support the
E. Jones, the man In the case, has babies."
He will
Jones gets $200 a month.
made for them. The womnn In the
twenty-nn- e go back to' his family.
case Is Myrtle Slsughterlmck,
They will,
years old, blonde, of fragile and however, not get all of big Income
delicate appearance, who is soon to for some time.

Why put up with that nagging backache? You can't be happy when every
day brings morning lameness,
sharp,
shooting pains and that
The best way to get well it
feeling.
to And the cause of your trouble and
correct it. Likely, a cold or a chill
has slowed up your kidneys and that ii
why you have backaches, stabbing paini,
headaches and dizziness. Just take
things easier and help your weakened
kidneys with Doan's Kidney Pilli.
Doan's have helped thousands and
should help you. Ask your neighbor I
Mrs.

A Colorado Case

L. H.
352

e,

Fifth

D u r a n x o,

Ave.,
Colo., says: "Sharp

pains shot through
my kidneys, caus
ing me no little
misery. I suffered
constantly
from
nervous headaches
and felt languid for

hours until
about
learned
Doan s

I

R

II

Kidney
Doan'xi
Pills. I used
until I was cured'
of the pains In my back and I know
Doan's strengthened my back wonderfully."
Cat Dosa't si An Stora, 60c a Box

DOAN'S

KPDJLY

CO.. BUFFALO. N Y.

"Vaseline" Carbolated
Petroleum Jelly
is an effective,

antiseptic
dressing for cuts,
wounds and insect bites.
Ithelpsprevent infection.
first-ai- d

CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.
(Coaaolldftted)

State Street

ir,- ;-

tH.v,.aiinbk

New York
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Chancellor Wlrth has been given a
by the Berlin retcbr
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PARAGRAPHS
A BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
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0OINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
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Union

WESTERN
Alfred Hertz, conductor of the San
Francisco Symphony orchestra for sev-years, has offered Ills resignation.
Mck of finances made the board of
governors of the Musical Association
of San Francisco unnble to offer him
e
mother contract. President J. D.
said,
Herbert Clayton, 11 years old, under
Arrest In Portland, Ore., has confessed
successful forgeries, police
twenty-twdetective say. By representing him-te- t
as a caddy at times and at other
tiroes as a newsboy, be found It an
asy matter to induce merchants to
cash checks ranging from $2.50 to $10
checks aggreeach. His twenty-twgated about $100, according to the police.
Organization of a central body by
the representatives of eighteen women's auxiliaries of the order of B'nul
B'rlth was completed at a meeting at
Sacramento In connection with the annual district convention of the B'nal
B'rlth, representing eight western
states and British Columbia. It will be
known as the Women's Central Committee, Independent Order of B'nul
B'rlth.
The National Silver League was organized at a meeting In San Francisco,
with the announced purpose of
the coinage ratio at not less
than l.'iVi ounces of silver to 1 ounce
xit gold. Frank II. Noreross of Iteno,
former chief justice of the Nevada
Supremo Court, was chosen president,
and Charles S. Thomas, former United
States senator from Colorado, vice
president.
Tommy Milton won the championship sprint automobile race at the
speedway at Los Angeles, taking the
sprint in 111
second preliminary
minutes, 1 :4!) seconds, an average
peed of 115.02 miles an hour, and the
event In 20 minutes, 1.92
final
seconds, an average of 115.2 miles an
fiour. Milton was said by A. A. A. officials to have established new world's
records In the events.
n
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WASHINGTON
A bolil attempt to rob the Merchants
Bank, a block from the United States
treasury, was made by three bandits
recently. The three men snatched a
big pile of bills containing $20,000 and
clashed for the door. The cashier fired
three shots at them. One of the bandits was captured when a guard in
football fashion brought him down
with a flying tackle. The money was
recovered.
Velum Anderson's parents consider training her for some
Recently the baby
future Olympiad.
fell Into a pond three feet deep near
her home In Sacramento. She came
to the surface and swam. She had
swum nearly halt way across the pond
when her mother caught her and undressed her. The mother, a brother
and a sister, who witnessed the spectacle, reported that- little Velma
kicked her little feet and swung her
arms In a natural unison, propelling
herself sturdily.
House and Stpnte differences on
lh bill to extend the time In which
the general public and the press may
Use the federal owned radio have been
compromised by the conference committees of the two houses. Agreement
was reached to permit public use of
the facilities to June 30, 1925.
Approval of 121 advances for agricultural and live stock purposes, aggregating $3,324,000, have been announced by the War Finance corporation. The loans Included Arizona,
-

$50,-O0-

Colorado, $288,000; Iowa, $0.'t,OO0;

Montana, $220,000; Nebraska, $39,000;

Jew

Mexico.

$98,000;

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Oregon,

$112,-00-

South Dakota, $173,000; Texas,
$,108,000; Utah, $09,000, and Wyoming,
.104,000.

The killing of Dr. Leroy Shelton,
medical missionary of the Disciples of
Christ (Christian Church), by bandits
In Tibet last month followed the doctor's refusal "to accept the advice of
local authorities" against proceeding
Into a disturbed area, according to cort
respondence between the State Depnrt-jnenand the Chinese government,
copies of which have been transmitted
to and were made public In Washing-ioby Senator Spencer of Missouri.
jCenrly 200 army officers now on
to
duty In the District of Columbia are
te relieved from duty as the result In-of
the
jin Investigation conducted by
a
spector general's department with
View to the reduction of the military
establishment In Washington, It was
announced at the War Department.
Assurance of sufficient funds for the
noproper operation of Colorado's two
tional parks, the Mesa Verde and the
conRocky Mountain, was given when
ferees of the House and Senate
reached an agreement on appropriations for the coming fiscal year.
n
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King Alfonso of Spain and Klnf
Christian of Denmark will go to Bom
In April or May as guests of King Vic-

tor Emmanuel.
Work In the harbor at Genoa, which
has been suspendod by a strike In sympathy with the striking port workers
at Naples, has been resumed.
The Chamber of Deputies at Paris,
after discussion of the interpellation
on the government's foreign policy,
voted confidence In the Polncare ministry. The vote was 484 to 78.
The French and Belgian governments accepted the full American
claim for reimbursement for the cost
of the United States forces on the
Rhine, as outlined In the recent notes
by Secretary of State Hughes.
Continuous heavy earth shocks are
occurring throughout Serbia. More
than 100 houses have been destroyed
and many others damaged. The mone
tary loss up to the present time Is es
timated at 30,000,000 dinars (normally
the dinar Is worth 19V4 cents).
Mrs. W. J. Snyder of Brazil, Ind.,
was killed and four other persons were
wounded, when two Koreans made an
abortive attempt to assassinate General Gllchl Tnnnka, former Japanese
minister of war, upon their arrival lu
Shanghai, China, from Manila.
An attempt was made to assasslnnte
Prof. Paul N. Milukoff, former minis
ter of foreign affairs In the Russian
provisional government, while he was
addressing u gathering of Russians.
The attempt was frustrated by Vladi
mir Naboukoff, who himself was
killed by a bullet aimed at Milukoff.
Death of former King Charles In
Madeira bus been announced in Buda
pest. The news of the death of
Charles caused widespread feelings of
regret among all classes of the people.
Even those who were opposed to the
former king were moved to expressions
of sympathy by the tragic and lonely
end of his career.
Tlie remarks of Alazou B. Hough
ton, American ambassador to Germany,
on the occasion of the farewell dinner
tendered him recently prior to his de- parture for Berlin, are given unusual
prominence by the German newspapers. Sline of the newspapers hail Mr.
Houghton as a "peace ambassador,"
whose sentiments accord him a "hearty
welcome."

GENERAL
Five- cars of the Dominion express
on the Pennsylvania ruilruud slid down
a twenty-foo- t
embankment into the old

Pennsylvania canal nt Halifax, near
Ilarrisburg. The train was bound from
Buffalo to Washington.
Several thousand railroad employes
'members of conl crews found them
selves out of employment as u result
In the
of the coal mine suspension.
Wllkes-Barre- ,
I'enn., district, alone, 2,- 000 railroad men were idle.
Two airplanes from Klllngton field
crashed near South Houston, Texas, recently and came down In flames. Both
pilots were killed. Major Siumionds,
pilot of one plane, was burned to
death, and Lieutenant Fltzpntrlck, pi
lot of the other machine, died a few
minutes after the accident.
Damage In the sum of $11,000,000 are
sought from Henry Ford by Edward S.
Huff, Miami electrical engineer, In a
suit initiated in Miami, Florida, Huff
claims that he orlgliinted the magneto
now In use on motor cars manufac
tured by Ford and claims that Ford
has not paid him in full for the Inven
tion.
I'nul Hartung, 24, confessed, accord
ing to Chicago police, that he had
committed more than 300 burglaries
Dining
during the last four months.
the burglaries, he said, his wife accompanied him and acted as lookout.
And, because there was no place to
leave the
baby, they took It
along In a perambulator, In which the
stolen articles were concealed.
fire completely
A
spectacular
wrecked the southeast wing of the
Mammoth Glucose plant at Davenport, Iowa, resulting In a loss of
The origin of the blaze Is unknown. A score of firemen narrowly
escaped Injury when a wall collapsed
under the roof on which they were
working.
There are 5,000 vacant flats now In
Chicago and by June 1 that number
will be doubled, says M. S. Wnlsh, secretary of the Tenants' League. The
reason, he suys, is that prices are too
high. "Landlords are asking anywhere from $75 to $250 a month for
them and people can't pay," declares
Mr. Walsh.
"Try to get a flat where
you'd like to live for $50. You can't
$300,-00-

do

0.

it."

The federal power commission has
approved the issuance of a final li
cense to the San Joaquin Light and
Power Corporation of Fresno, Calif.,
for the construction of a hydraulic
power plant on the north and west
forks of the Kings river In California.
The project will cost approximately
$50,000,000, according to the plans sub
mitted will develop 250,000 horsepower
and 850,000 kilowatts.
Police Commissioner Enrlght of New
on smoking by
York lifted
women in public as suddenly as he
clamped It down, when he learned
that Alderman McGulnness'
Ing ordinance had never been passed
by the board of aldermen or signed by
Mayor Hylan.
An agreement for the evacuation of
Japanese from Shantung was signed In
Peking by Japanese Minister Obata
and Foreign Minister Wang, It was an
nounced in Toklo. The withdrawal
movement Is to start April 10 and will
(te concluded April 30.
the-ba-
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Man; new leases have been taken
out on mining land near Hlllsboro, N.
M., during the past month.
The Las Vegas City Council has authorized the paving of the entire
"flats" district, Including twenty-thre- e
city blocks.
A club, to be known as the Farwell-Texic- o
Cotton Club, was organized at
Texico at a big meeting of the farmers of that vicinity.
Albuquerque police are hunting a
man who tore up an American flag In
the lobby of the postofflce building in
that city recently.
Reports from the Volcano Mine
Company's properties at Steins, N. M.,
west of Las Cruces, show that work Is
progressing at the mine.
Carl M. Einhnrt has outlined a plan
whereby the wireless plant of the Public Service lit Baton will be made one
of the largest stations in the West.
Export duty on cattle from Mexico
has been cancelled, according to a telegram received by the Nogales, Son-orChamber of Commerce, from Mexico City.
Hugh L. Hodge of Silver City was
elected president of the New Mexico
Cattle and Horse Growers' Association at the annual convention held In
Las Vegas.
Patricio Maestos is In the hospital at
Mosquero, N. M., In a serious condition us the result of becoming lost In
a storm and having his hands and feet
a,

badly frozen.

The extracting plant of the Black
Oil Company is nearly installed on the
south of
holdings of the company
Furmington and will be in operation
in the next sixty days.
According to reports of the farmers
near Clovis, N. JL, the recent rains
have (lone much to put the wheat crop
of that district In good condition for
the entire year.
Major J. C. Tillson, Jr., Instructor
:n charge of mounted drill nt the University of Arizona, It. 0. T. C. military
unit, has been transferred to the First
cavalry at Douglas, it was announced
iit the university.
Grading on the new stretch of road
out of Silver City will be started
soon. This road meets a portion of
the
highway and will
complete one of the most important
roads in the state.
Glen A. Putton, a grocer and his J4- inontlis' old son were burned to deatto
when fire destroyed their home at
Patton was attempting to
Phoenix.
rescue the child when the roof col
lapsed, burying both of them.
The quarantine clapped on the dog
population of Santa Fe, San Miguel;
Torrance and Guadalupe counties, following the appearance of rabies In
three of these counties cannot be lift
ed ior n mnntn anu a nan. longer, according to Dr. George S. Luckett, public health director.
A large faculty has been retained
for the summer course ut the
State University and over fifty courses will be offered to the students. This will be the first summer
school nt the Institution and it is said
that It will compare favorably with
any in the entire Southwest.
The migratory live stock law introduced by Senator Curtin of Mohave
county, passed the Senate by a subThe bill provides
stantial majority.
for the collection of a head fee on
sheep and cattle brouglit Into Arizona
Cor grazing purposes and is Intended
as a protection to stockmen located in
northern Arizona.
The. $55,000 school bond issue of
District No. 5 of Furmington, N. M.,
have been sold to the state treasurer,
and It Is said that the cash will be
available at once for the work of
erecting the new school building.
George Fralick, 17, an inmate of the
Camp Grnnt Industrial School of Arizona, was found guilty at Safford of
murder in the first degree for the killing of Walter Layton, an employe of
the school. The penalty Is death.
Three more high schools of Arizona
have been added to the list of high
schools, which meet with the require
ments of the North Central Associaand
of Colleges
tion
Secondary
Schools. The three high schools which
were added to the list fully accredited
schools In Class A are Williams, Yuma
and Jerome.
Declaring that members of the Ku
Klux Klan were the persons who
whipped and otherwise chastised Rol-ll- n
Jones, principal of the Lehl school
at Phoenix, a communication received
by the Republican signed "Camelback
Clan So. 6, Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan," and bearing the official seal of
that organization, takes entire respon
sibility for that affair.
What Is believed to be the first or
ganization of Its kind in the United
States has been launched at Mosquero
with the avowed purpose of eliminatfrom the
ing "unfit" young women
The organization
matrimonial race.
starts with a charter membership list
of fifty.
Agustlne Largo, a Sandoval county
man, was brought to Albuquerque and
plead guilty to the charge of second
degree murder In the District Court.
He was sentenced to serve twenty-fivto thirty years In the state penlten-lary- .
Dam-to-Da-
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It is a safe wager that not more than one In every five thousand people
can answer the question as to who built the first automobile.
The first automobile, shown In this old cut, was constructed by a Frenchman named Cugnot In 1763 Just 159 years ago. It was then exhibited before
at the exthe Marquis de Saxe and In 1769 Cugnot built an improved model
n
steam
pense of the French monarch. The motor consists of two
Owing to the small
cylinders, alternately propelling the single front wheels.
size of the boiler it was Impossible to travel faster than four miles per hour
or longer than fifteen minutes without stopping to get up steam.
Though a crude machine, Cugnot's first car was Ingenious In many respects
and a creditable piece of work considering the times. After several successful
a crash while,,
experiments, which excited much Interest, It overturned with
rounding a corner at three miles per hour and was promptly locked up in the
arsenal as a public menace.
Cugnot's automobile Is still to be seen in the Museum of the Conservatoire
des Arts eLMetlers in Paris and Is a most interesting relic of early locomotion.
single-actio-
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The House

Commons
by
the substantial majority of 278, Premier Lloyd George's resolution calling
for confidence In the government's
policy on the coming economic conference at Genoa. The vote was 872 to
London.

of

after an unexciting debate adopted

94.

Prior to this the House by a vote of
to 84 rejected an umendment proposed by John Robert t'lynes, Labor-itwhich,- while approving an International economic and financial conferthe government
ence, declured that
was not competent to represent the
country at such a conference and did
not have the confidence of the country.
In the earlier part of the session the
House passed an hour and twenty
minutes of such tenseness as It had not
experienced for many months, when
the prime minister, fresh from his retirement In the country, threw down
the gauntlet to his opponents and declared that a vote on the hitherto Innocuous Genoa resolution was tantamount to a vote of confidence or lack
of confidence in the government.
Mr. Lloyd George's speech obviously
wns not un attempt nt oratory such as
i.e Is cupuble of, but was rather an exhibition of what the critics in the gallery called masterly handling of his
audience. He coaxed, cajoled, joked
and defied in turn, but each phase of
the speech fitted in with the preceding like a carpenter's Joint.
Imlivery word was followed amidst
pressive silence. It was a moment that
thrilled even his opponents the little
Welsh Napoleon thus throwing his government and perhaps his own career
into the balance. There was no ironical hoots as so often greet a ministerial
declaration from the opposition. They
respected his couruge.
Then calmly, annlytlcally, he built
up bis argument, now leaning In confidential attitude aguinst the desk, and
ugain standing back and thrusting
home some point with clenched fists
as his voice vibrated with emotion.
Peace was necessary for the
of Europe; the Genoa conference was necessary for the
of peace, and interlocked
with this was tin fate of the present
British government.
He denied that his resolution had
been altered from the original and
weakened because of differences In
the cabinet. Twice he referred to predictions about the fall of his government and Jokingly gave some advice
as "a dying minister."
In the midst of his reference to Russia he took a sly jibe at Mr. Churchill,
who sat next to him on the bench,
hunched up with his chin on his chest
It had been
in his usual attitude.
widely published that Mr. Churchill
differed greatly with the premier on
the policy of partiul recognition of
the soviet.
879
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Estate of Penrose Valued at $744,000.
Philadelphia, Pa. Boise Penrose,
late United States senator from Pennsylvania, who died In Washington on
Dec. 31, last, left only $744,419 Instead
of the Immense fortune that his friends
believed he had accumulated.
by Collins Stopped.
Dublin. The meeting addressed by
Michael Collins at Castlebar, County
Mayo, was stopped by members of the
Fourth western division of the Irtsh
republican army, after stormy scenes,
in which a woman was wounded by a
bullet, The officer who had proclaimed the meeting at an end, declared that none would be allowed to
leave until Mr. Collins and his friends
had surrendered their arms. The accounts received here do not state
whether the Collins party was disarmed merely saying that "some people who left the hotel were searched."
Meeting Addressed

Man Gets Double Penalty.
Indianapolis, Ind. Isaiah Moore, a
man of thirteen wives, was sentenced
by Judge Collins lr Criminal Court to
five years In prison for bigamy. In
addition, the "ace of bigamists" received a sentence of two to fourteen
years for embezzlement In connection
with his quixotic matrimonial ventures.
Marrying Moore met his Waterloo
when Miss Harriet Evans, Peru school
teacher, known as Mrs. Moore No. 18,
set detectives on his trail.
Roosevelt Hit By Two Autos.
New York. Mystery in the death of
Robert B. Roosevelt, Jr., of Bay Shore,
second cousin of former President
Roosevelt, from an accident, was
cleared by Joseph Murray, physical director at th Yale Club, an eyewitness,
who said he saw the youth fall In the
street In the path of a taxlcab and municipal bus. Both cars passed over
him. The accident occurred In a pouring rain. Murray said he assisted In
carrying Roosevelt Into a nearby restaurant but did aot know his identity.

MUFFLER IS NOT

TIRE NOT DANGEROUS

WATCIB CLOSE
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ings Become Clogged.
INCREASES USE OF GASOLINE
Very Important Part of Automobile
Is Located Under Car and Out of
Sight, and Is Rarely Given
Attention Needed.
One of the parts of an automobile
most neglected by many owners and
drivers Is the muffler. As a boy with
a dirty face puts off the cleaning up
process Just as long as possible, so
the motorist with a muffler that needs

attention procrastinates and thinks
perhaps he will fix it up tomorrow.
And tomorrow never comes. But today is always here with its greater
use of gasoline and various other complications that a dirty muffler causes.
The muffler Is located under the car,
and being out of sight is usually out
of mind. It Is therefore often neglected or misused. And yet It ought
not to be. The muffler is placed on
the end of the exhaust pipe of. the engine so that the driver of an) automobile while taking pleasure himself
does not wholly deprive others of it.
Let us consider the use of the muffler. The exhaust valve opens while
the burned gas is still under a pressure of from 25 to 80 pounds per
square inch. If this were exhausted
directly into the air the resulting
noise would stifle conversation In the
car, annoy everybody along the street
and quickly get the driver into trouble
with the police. The muffler prevents
all this. It provides a chamber In which
these exhaust gases may expand and
cool somewhat and at the same time
breaks up the pressure by allowing It
to leak out slowly through a number of
very small holes, Instead of letting It
loose in one "big noise."
Valve.
The
In the early history of the automo-htl- p
mufflers were not used and every
body for blocks around knew when an
auto was coming. As the automobiles
increased In number this became a
nuisance and was stopped by law.
Then they sought. Indeed had been
seeking, a means of stifling the sound.
In the early muffler there was trouble
because the gas would back up in the
cylinder and decrease the power of
the motor. It was thought there was
no way to decrease the sound without
riecrfinslne the nower: therefore the
manufacturers devised a valve to "cut
out" the muffler on the car whenever
extra power was desired.
Sometimes the back pressure was so
great as to Interfere when driving
through heavy roads or up hills. The
"cut nut" let the eas exhaust directly
Into the air Instead of going through
the muffler. At the present time nearly every city has a law prohibiting the
use of "cut outs."
The average driver does not know
that his muffler needs as careful
as any other part of the mech
anism, and so he neglects it. In these
days of noiseless cars It requires a
great number of very small holes Inside muffler. These become clogged
with soot or carbon from the exhaust.
The rtenosit collects very rapidly.
especially when the grade of oil used
is poor or too much oil is used. It
also results when the carburetor is
adjusted to give too rich a mixture.
"Cut-Ou-

t"

Belief of Peril
d
Shown to Be Erroneous.

Big English Vehicle Run Over Sharp
ened Spike Making Perfect B low-Ou-t,
But No Damage Done
Except to Tire.

One way to overcome a prejudia is
to remove It. The Introduction of
the large size pneumatic tire for busses In England, was hedged la by
many difficulties because of a widespread belief that the use of these
tires was dangerous.
men argued,
In case of a blow-outhe tremendous concussion of the escaping air would thrust the car off
the roadway. The difference In height
between the two sides of the car after
one tire had been deflated would be
so great as to threaten to over-turthe vehicle, was another argument.
Pedestrians standing near might be
blown from their feet by the force of
the escaping air from the tire, It was
said. The driver, himself, might even
be in danger, in case of a blow-ou- t
while the car was travelling at rapid
"
speed. ,'
To meet this situation, E. R. Preston, managing director of an English
with two
tire company, in
of the leading motor Journals of the
country, devised a unique test. ."We'll
of a tire while the
stage a blow-ou- t
car Is in motion," said Preston. "You
can go along and see wlTJfhnppens."
A narrow and rutty dirt road outside of London, was selected for the
test. A heavy plank was Imbedded In
the roadway, fitted up with a big Iron
spike, sharpened to a razor edge and
set so that It would strike the tire
at an angle Just oufslde of the tread.
When all was set, a big bus, In which
rode the representatives of the two
motor Journals, came flying down the
road at 80 to 85 miles an hour speed.
As the big sharpened spike struck the
side of the tire it ripped a Jagged
hole through carcass and tube. It
The tire was
was a perfect blow-oucompletely flat within 15 feet. But
no damage had been done except to
the tire itself.
The men riding the car felt only a
very slight Jolt as the car struck the
impediment. Examination of the surface of the road lmmedlatetyifter,
showed that there was no perceptible
lurching of the truck from the road.
The wheels carried through straight
ahead. There was no relaxing of the
car. Examination afterwards showed
that one wheel stood about an Inch
and a quarter below the other as the
result of the tire being deflated.
The test has gone a long ways toward correcting the erroneous Impression as to the performance of these
large tires In case of a blow-ot,
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RADIATOR FOR

AUTOMOBILES

Man Adapted
Use in Cooling Any Clrculat-Inf- l

Invention of Brooklyn

for

Liquid.
The Scientific American In Illustrating and describing a radiator, the InKnickervention of A. Nebel of
:
bocker Ave., Brooklyn, N.
The invention relates to liquid cooling devices, and is particularly adapted for use as a radiator for automobiles, but may be used wherever it is

iays

Openings Become Clogged.
When these small openings become
elncired the exhaust gases cannot es
cape readily, and naturally the cyl
inder of the engine Is not cleaned at

the exhaust stroke. Result: It Is
to brine- in a full cylinder
-

of

new gas on the next intake stroke.
There Is not a full charge to explode,
and this means a loss of power to the
engine.
Cases

known where the throttle
was opened wide without any Increase
in nnwer. Trvlne to find out what the
matter was, the driver opened the "cut
out" and this caused the machine to
accelerate very rapidly.

are

A

Partly In Section Showing
the Arrangement of Tube.

View

desirable to cool a circulating liquid.
Among the objects is to provide a
radiator having its parts so constructed as to bring the circulating
fluid in contact with a large exposed
surface whereby the liquid may be effectively cooled, in a limited space. .
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Knitted Dress
GOOD
Wins Approval ROADS

NEW MEXICO

HE GOES BACK TO

WANDERS NUDE

LIVE STOCK

EXPLAIN CRIME

NEWS

AMONG GRAVES
Man Who

Says

He Is

"Tarzan

of

Serves His Sentence and Then
Returns to Store to Apologize '
for Theft.

PREVENT

BIG

SHEEP LOSSES

In the summer. Striking are the PROPER CONCRETE MATERIAL
Poisonous Plants Frequently Grow lit
the Apes" Is Picked Up by
colors seen In such suits.
Thick Patches and Cause Death
criminol
of
Students
la.
Waterloo,
Milwaukee Deputies.
Combination of Colors.
of Animals.
Jutt What Kinds Are Best and Pro.
an
there
irresistible
lure
is
ogy say
There are rich yellqws combined
portions for Mixing Made Subwhich eventually brings a criminal
the
United States Department
with blacks, or yellow may be com(Prepared by
back to the scene of his crime.
ject for Experiments.'
of Agriculture.)
blned with blue. Or a mitt may be of
LEAVES CALL TO HIM
Death
causes
caiuas
heavy losses of
It is not often, however, that a
white, striped with yellow or Chinese (Prepared by the United Statu Department
man convicted of crime will come back sheep In the spring and early summer.
ot Agriculture.)
blue, or entirely of the yellow and
to the man he has robbed, apologize It Is not unusual for several hundred
blue. There are beautiful tones of
Experiments to determine Just what Antwert by Climbing Up Into Branches for the deed and make restitution so to die within a day or two. The camas
'
kinds of materials are best for conas Did Fiction Character-Depu- ties
lavender, mauve and violet and
far as Is within his power, as hap. plants frequently grows In thick
charming blue green. A real achieve- crete, and In what proportions to mix
and because of their grasslike
Trace Him by
patches,
ment In the art of dyeing la seen in them so that they will wear well in a
leaves are overlooked.
If sheep are
Tracks In Snow.
the castor, the gray and the brown road are being made by engineers of
In such places many of
United
of
bureau
which
the
are very rich in tone,
public roads,
shades,
them will be poisoned, and most of
Milwaukee.
Alois Kryszak, twenty,
A prominent designer, who is al- States Department of Agriculture. An five years old, 604 Grant
those poisoned are likely to die.
was
street
ways expected to develop something apparatus will be used that consists taken to Emergency hospital recently
Especial care should be used when
new In sport clothes for the St Morlti
sheep are taken from the cars and resuffering from exposure, his feet and
and Riviera season, has had great suc
leased for grazing. If they have not
parts of his body severely frostbitten.
cess with the simple dress having
been fed, as Is frequently the case, and
He had been brought from St Adalmatching cape. One of the smartest
are turned out on a range where death
bert's cemetery by deputy sheriffs, who
models recently brought out Is a
camas Is abundant, the resulting losses
said the man had been wandering nude
blouse dress of white wool
may be very heavy. There have been
among the tombstones In the snow,
kasha, which has a cape trimmed with
with the temperature at 10 degrees
many cases of this kind. If death
a broad fur collar in straight band
camas is present that part of the range
above zero.
should be avoided.
If it is necessary
style.
"He suld he was Tarzan of the
indications point to an extenslvt
to trail sheep where death camas Is
Apes," reads the report of Deputy
use of cotton dresses.
Whether
known, the animals should be well fed
Sheriff Huns Breest "But he was later
France is presenting cotton fabrics
before coming to that place.
identified as Alois Kryszak."
owing to the high cost of raw silk and
Sheep herders should learn to recog
The deputies sped to the cemetery
the difficulty of competing In fabrics
nise the plants and avoid them. The
when they received a telephone call
of that kind is a moot question. But
United States Department of Agricul
from L. Kraenc, the caretaker.
ture has published Department Bulle
the fact remains that Paris manufac
"The dead are walking again," Mr.
turers are busily engaged on cotton
tin 125, Zygadenus, or Death Camas,
Kraenc Is reported to have shouted
dresses for export in large quantities.
which tells about the plants and their
Into the telephone. His apprehensions
The favorite Is a crepe which has
were aroused when glancing from the
effects; It has also published Bulletin
come into prominence since it has
575,
Plants of the
window he saw the figure ot a man,
been taken up by the Paris dressmak
Itange, which gives illustrations, many
dressed In the
emerging
ers. A year ago everybody was ask
colored, of the principal poisonous
from the graves.
Ing for crepe de chine, crepe georgette
Trace Tracks In Snow.
plants of the western United States. '
and cotton voile. Now the vogue has
The deputies found
the man's
There are several kinds of death
turned to crepe roumaya.
clothes a mile from the caretaker's
camas and until recently It has been
Ornamentation Much the Same.
house.
They traced the tracks of his
supposed that all were equally poisonMixing Materials for Concrete Road.
bare feet through the snow, through
ous. As the result of recent experi
Ornamentation is much the same on
of
steel
wheels
which, guided by the fields, over fences, across the rail
heavy
these dresses as It was on voile
mental work, which Is In course of
conroad tracks and the embankments,
dresses last summer. Cotton crepe a mechanical arrangement, roll
publication, It has been found that the
Apologized for His Actions.
deco tinuously back and forth over the Into the cemetery and to the grave of
dresses are being
death camas which in the western
4
his mother.
pened In the case of J. E. Dixon, rerated with hand and machine env pavement.
More than 40 different sections of
broidery and with fine cut steel and
Kryszak was kneeling at the grave, leased from county Jail here following
crystal beads In all colors. One of concrete pavement, each ten feet long, telling the beads of a rosary, accord- the completion of his sentence.
Dixon was convicted of stealing a
the most Interesting novelties Is the will be laid. Materials from many dif ing to the deputies Then, apparently
cashmere colored bead which lends ferent parts of the county are being suffering from the cold, he had made number of silk shirts from a local
Knitted 8ult of Dark Gray 8llk W.th Itself
shipped to the government experiment his way toward the lighted window of clothing store and was committed to
beautifully to the Oriental
an Embroidered Pattern In Copper
now creeping Into the embroidthe county jail December 3, 1921.
farm at Arlington, Va near Washingthe caretaker's home.
and Black.
ton. They will be mixed with varyIn the heap of clothing were found After a few days In Jail Sheriff H. T.
ery designs.
"
The Russian Influence Is noted In ing quantities of cement and water to his biography, penciled on note paper, Wagner declared a marked change
Vjaw
materials, not necessarily new fabrics
over
came
new
which
and
in
the
best.
the
of
is
cotton
determine
man,
during
young
Experience
many
designs
but anything that would divide the In
his Incarceration he was a model pris
terest shown In crepe de chine. It dresses. This means the low belt and has shown that there Is a measurable
oner.
was an exceedingly clever Idea to the full sleeve. In dresses of this type amount of wear of the surface of a
After being released from jail he re
elaborate the knitted dress and make sleeves are very wide and many of concrete road each year.
4
turned to the scene of the robbery, In
,
It beautiful enough to be very desir them short The ornamentation Is
troduced himself to the proprietor and
able. This not only created a tremen done with a distinctly Russian feeling REINFORCED CONCRETE ROAD
He de
apologized for his action.
dous demand for all knitted fabrics concentrating on bands and motifs
clared he was under the Influence of
but brought eager customers to the rather than appearing In the scattered
of
in
Suburbs
designs of last season.
Experiments Conducted
liquor when he committed the robbery
doors of those who specialize In the
Every Indication points to the crepe
and that henceforth he Intended to go Sheep Grazing on a Western Range.
Washington to Determine Strength
type of dress that required such ma
of Foundation.
roumaya dress, despite its comparastraight. Dixon then purchased a suit
terlals.
mountains grows at elevations of 8,000
low
.
of clothes and paid for It.
remaining In the nov
In knitted materials and In jerseys tivelyclass. price,
feet and upward is only slightly poisonThe mills in France have
How a reinforced concrete road
elty
the demand reached a certain point not
ous and probably never injures range
produced enough of this material holds up under heavy traffic Is to be
and stood still for some time, because to take
BULL HELD TROLLEY TRACKS sheep. All the forms growing at lower
cafe ef the sudden demand.
no one thought of using them for any- Manufacturers of dresses and blouses determined by the bureau of public
altitudes are dangerous, but this mounroads. United States Department of
thing but the plain tailored suit or will, therefore, be much retarded In
Motorman Carrying Red Lantern Is tain death camas probably never does
to
through
experiments
Agriculture,
frock.
Given Thrill of Life When Angry
Heretofore knitted dresses, their quantity deliveries. This will be conducted on such a road now be
any harm. It has thin and rather
suits and ntuuses have belonged In mean that
Animal Charges Him.
erect leaves, grows In meadows and In
the shops cannot have these ing built In the suburbs of Washing-- ,
the realm of sport clothes. In them dresses in any great quantity before ton In
damp ground, sometimes among the
with Arlington
we have had many beautiful costumes. midsummer, which
will naturally keep county, Va. Ind. Walter Albaugh aspens, while the other kind, which
Greencastle,
It Is true, but they were all In designs the crepe roumaya dress In the more
of this city, a motorman on the Terra approaches the lower limit of the
xhe road is being reinforced with
suitable for country wear.
exclusive lines.
Haute,
Indianapolis and Eastern Trac mountain death camas, grows In dry
of
wire
different
arrangements
many
in
are
Cotton
tion
lines
between Indianapolis and places, and has thick, spreading leaves.
beautiful
crepes
rods
embedded
mesh
on
round
steel
Much
Take
and
Elaboration.
shades such as are not often seen la in the concrete. The Joints will be
Terre Haute, had the greatest thrill of The herder need not fear the mountain
his life recently going Into Terre Houta death camas, but should shun all the
Now we have the knitted dress wash materials. The beige and gray either a crack left In the road, to be
other forms.
on his regular run.
much elaborated. There Is the knit- tones are remarkable. One expects filled with tar, or simply a sheet of
His car was rolling along smoothly
ted suit and the knitted blouse, which beautiful bright hues in wash fab- corrugated metal set on edge with the
may be very elaborate, but the chief rics, and while the usual pink and concrete poured around It. Some sec
wlyn suddenly a herd of cattle loomed GREAT FEED VALUE OF PEAS
blues are seen little attention Is paid tions are to have Joints running along
Interest centers around the
up ahead of him. He applied the air
and left his seat. The car crashed Indress, not in the bright colors that we
the middle of the road, some across It,
Retultt of Four Yeare' Experimental
to the herd and scattered them
formerly had in sport clothes but In
and some will be built without Joints.
Work at Idaho Station Show
remembered
the
herd
the shades that might be chosen for
Albaugh
Among
Is
construc
the
Of especial Interest
Big Gains Made.
bull.
a
white
afternoon dresses.
seeing
large
distinctly
tion of ribbed sections. Instead of
out
a
the
After
We have the knitted suit consisting
smash,
Albaugh
got
placing the concrete on a nearly flat
red lantern and started back to flag a
That field peas have a high value
of a skirt and Russian blouse, the cosWas Kneeling at the Grave.
subgrade, trenches will be dug In the
second car coming. When a short dis- as a feed for hogs Is indicated by the
tume consisting of a knitted sweater
running parallel to the edges under the date of
subgrade
Monday, February tance from the car he was startled to results of four years' experimental
very often in Russian blouse style, and
of the- road and also across the road. 13.
mad bellow and looking around work at the Idaho experiment station.
Skirt of plain Jersey, the straight-lin- e
These trenches will be filled with con his The biography briefly sketched hear a
life, and through it all ran tlie he .saw the white bull pawing the An average of 347 pounds of peas
knirtedTStress trimmed with knitted
crete, giving the slab downward pro- theme of his reverence
The red lantern had mad- was required to make 100 pounds of
for God, poetry, ground.
bonds in a strikingly contrasting color
jection of concrete, ana presumably music, literature and art.
dened the bull and It charged the mo- gain in hogglng-of- f
from the frock Itself and very Intritrials.
SuppleIt.
also
Experiments
strengthening
torman. Albaugh doesn't know exact- mental rations of barley and tankage
cate In pattern, and the dress with a
Heard Call of Leaves.
will be conducted to determine the
he
A message was also left In on unly how he got back on the car, but
Increased the rate of gain. Most
cape to match.
strengthening effect of treating the
One model which is proving ImIt bent the bull to the platform and con- rapid and economical gains were proearth under the concrete. On one sec sealed and unaddressed envelope.
tinued on his trip, leaving the bull In duced in drvlots on a mixture of 3
tion the earth for a depth of 6 inches read as follows:
mensely popular is of dark gray silk,
"When wandering through the lanes possession of the tracks.
relieved by a fancy woven pattern In a
parts oi rolled barley and 1 part of
will be mixed with cement, using 1
cracked peas plus 5 per cent by
rusty copper tone intermingling with
part of cement to 20 parts of earth. and meadows, observing nature, who
black.
Rootter Beats Rat Trap.
weight of tankage. In the hogglng-of- f
In some places where there Is a grade would dream that Qod made this
trials the best results were ob
Wlnsted, Conn. "The best rat trap
Another knitted suit Is developed in
trench under the concrete will be world so beautiful and so wonderful.
filled with gravel. These trenches will The wind, whispering to one, the I ever had is my Rhode Island Red tained by confining the pigs to a small
navy blue and gray. It has the wide
sleeves, the skirt panels and all the
slope toward the edges of the road leaves beckoning to one as If to say, rooster," asserted Roscoe Young, poul- area until It was pastured clean.
touches that would be required by a
and drain away any water that might 'come up and play with us. I heard try fancier. "When a rat invades my
smart tailored suit whether It be deotherwise accumulate under the sur- their calling and I answered, clamber- hen house in quest of chickens or TREATMENT FOR YOUNG LAMB
gives
ing up into the branches as did Tar- grain, the rooster Immediately
face.
veloped In Woven or knitted fabric.
zan of the Apes.
Up closer to the battle to the rodent, and nine times
Chinese Theme In Evidence.
heavens I found the world yet more out of ten the intruder loses his life. When Chilled It May Be Revived by
BUILD ROADS IN WISCONSIN
Immersing in Warm Water, Then
wonderful.
I Inhaled deep Into my The other morning when I went out
Black Jersey, with Chinese emGive Nourishment.
I felt uplifted, more pure. to feed and water my hens, Bill was
and
lungs
broideries in yellow and white, fea
half-eWill Experience Everything seemed so different, more holding down a
State
That
Predicted
ture! prominently In some models.
wonderful.
hausted rat with his bill. I helped
A young lamb that has become
Qreatest Period of Activity DurKnitted fiber bands on wool Jersey
"Then I took a walk through the him out by ending the rat's life."
ing 1922.
chilled and is presumably ready to die
are seen. The Chi- raits am
cemetery looking for ray mother's
may be revived by immersing it
nese tneme runs tnrougn the em
I looked everywhere but I
water as warm as is comfortgrave.
The state of Wisconsin for fifteen
broideries. If the design is not Chi
able to the hand and gradually Inyears has been considered a good roads could not find her. I turned to leave,
of Woman Saves
nese, then Chinese colorings are used.
Ruse
state. Highway building activity has and as I did so, I heard the rattling
creasing the heat a little at a time; by
A novelty of one maker Is called
Gems Worth Fortune
added vast sums of wealth to the of bones. Twice I heard them rattle
adding more warm water. " '
Is
domino.
It
a white wool
porting
In
as
If
a corpse lived
the grave. But
State. However, it is predicted that the
When It revives sufficiently, dry It
weater suit with a domino design
Mrs. Henry W. ButJer, a soI am going
state will experience its greatest period I was not frightened.
well, wrap In a woolen cloth and lay
embroidered In deep green. The shawl
York
New
woman
of
back to look again, to look until I
city,
ciety
of road construction in 1922. Informa
In a warm place. It will probably
collar, girdle and cuffs are of the
was awakened
find her."
by a draft
Charming Model Called Sporting Dom- tion emanating from the state high
rouse In a short time and can then
aame vivid hue.
Switching on the lights, she found
ino It Is of White Wool Em. way department of the Badger state
tiiken to ewe. Hold her, and see
he
n
sports-wea- r
Another
a colored man standing at her
broldered In Green.
Indicates that the construction of conSay Retired Pastor Hired Murderer.
that the lamb gets nourishment
boose is showing many wool Jersey
In the act of taktable
In Wisconsin will probably
dressing
roads
crete
Mount
Ark. Rev.
Ida.
Lambs that seem very far gone oftHarding
suits trimmed with borders in angora to them because of the Impression creing gems worth 150,000. He
surpass that of 1921.
Hughes, sixty-fouen respond to this treatment.
years old, a retired
effect called lalne gratee.
ated by the stronger colorings. Many
kill
she
to
if
her
threatened
minister, has been sentenced to life
In suits of knitted fabrics, any of the colors resemble the brilliant
made an outcry.
Mud Road Is Paislng.
PREVENT HOGS FROM ROOTING
Imprisonment for hiring a man to kill
number of which are being made up hue of a sunset in the autumn.
"I am not going to make any
been
aroused
has
nation
The whole
Mrs. McKennon, a recluse. In order
Ifor the new season, the French eschew
In the new cotton crepe frocks col to the necessity of road building and
"You
Mrs.
said.
Butler
alarm,"
bethat he might obtain
Much Harm Can Be Avoided by Feed.
the conservative skirt and coat type, or is paramount When white crepes
may have all that stuff. You
nearly all communities are awake to lieved to contain valuable mineral deIng Regularly With Some
preferring those of the skirt and are used color Is unstlntlngly applied the necessity of getting good roads
see, I bought them In the 5 and
posits.
Kind of Mineral.
store for a masque ball.
Jumper overblouse sort, or a skirt and by means of embroideries and beads. and by good roads Is meant roads
sweater, foe sweater In Russian blouse
are not worth 50 cents."
to say, few separate girdles of the durable variety. The day of
They
Strange
'
Cat and Dog in Mail Box for 6atan.
style. f
The burgiar replied he didn't
are used on these dresses, their mak- the mud road Is passing.
Pigs are more apt to be "rooters" In
O. Officers
armed with
Toledo,
Most interesting suits consist of a ers relying on the embroidery or bead
want them, and departed.
spring, when ground is soft, than they
to
rifles
and
machine
guns
responded
sweater oqen work to produce the effect of a belt
Mrs. Butler quickly telephoned
skirt and a
are at any other time of the year.
Blight of Poor Roads.
frantic calls of citizens In a residenthe police, who arrested John
St the front in coat stye and belted or girdle about the hips. Very often
Much of this can be prevented by
The
blight of poor tial section. The officers found a dog
About the hips in Russian blouse the dress hangs perfectly straight and roads must be wiped out. The active
Hardcastle In the doorway of
feeding regularly with coal, charcoal,
In a mall
aud
tied
cat
other
each
to
Mrs. Butler
effect These will play a prominent Is beltless, but there Is always a band development of a better, modern systhe apartment.
ashes or other mineral matter. RingC.
"To
0.
bx.
Satan,
by
post,
parcel
Identified him.
part In the country wardrobe for the of embroidery Where a belt ordlnar-spring- , tem of road construction bodes well D.," said a
ing the hogs should be resorted to In
tag on each of the
and will be worn in the moun-- 1 lly would be placed
xtrema coses.
for the future.

Interesting developments are taktog place In knitted dresses develop-men- ti
which have caused them to as-eume characteristics of the best mod'
ls In cloth or silk.
The prolonged vogue for crepe de
chine became very tiresome. The run
on one fabric was too great It was
necessary, declares a fashion writer
In the New York Tribune, to think of
ways of Interesting the public In other
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CONGRESS MOVES

NOW

TO HALT STRIKE WORK WITH EASE
Because Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Restored My Health

ATTORNEY

GENERAL
DAUGHER.
TY DOES NOT AGREE WITH
MEMBER OF CONGRESS.

UNION LEADERS
WILL

AND OPERATORS

HOLD

CONFERENCE
IN WASHINGTON.

(Western

Newipsper

Washington.

A

at settlement

Union

Nswi

mill,
mini "!"
mum

Serein.)

congresslonel effort

of the coal strike, par
ticulaiiy as it Involves the bituminous
fields, was begun when Chairman No
lan of the House labor committee was
authorized to telegraph invitations to

a

WEEK leads us through the
deep shades of penitence and sorrow to Gethsenmne, the Last Sup$5$K.
per, Good Friday and the Cross,
laying US In silence and darkness
$t
at the sepulchre. But now, lo, as
i
J ! ? f ,5h(8m&
S?"
'
nt Christmas, an ungel brings Joyf
!F
ful tidings to them. Here again an
W
angel voices the greatest, gladdest,
CTsW jMV I
most blessed truth that ever thrilled
the ears an,) elated the souls of
men : "Christ Is Risen."
Thus our week of sorrows and our way by the
Crogs, lend us to this brightest morn of time, to the
shining mount of Immortality, to the glorious vision
of eternal life. What a gift is life! What a Joy
it Is to live! The joys of sight and the visions of
the eye: the joy of activity and work, the Joy of
high find noble aims, the joys of the heart, of
friendship, anil love; the Joy of elevated thoughts;
the manly Joy of overcoming ililliculties ; the high
transports of doing good and sacrifice for truth's
sake; the Joy In the sense of the beautiful and
sublime in nature ; the ecstasies In the rapt harmonies of music; the joy in religious worship and
prayer what tongue of archangel can tell the joy,
early as possible. They gather in crowds outside
the bliss, the rapture, embraced In this all In all
the tall iron fence that encloses the White House
life I
grounds, and when the gates are thrown open, at
But sweet, varied and glorious as Is this gift of
and disexactly nine a. m., they flock in
life, we see confronting it the black, spectral, Intribute themselves In gladsome squads over the
evitable figure of death. Who, then, but must study
hillocks.
No time Is lost, the sport
this question which concerns his happiness more
beginning at once, and soon It is in fast and furiall
else?
This death, which steadily
deeply than
ous progress, the greensward speckled with eggs
creep toward me, will It really wrest from me this
of rainbow hues, and the echoes of merry childish
priceless possession of life? This is the supreme
voices gladdening the spring time nir.
thought for every living soul to reflect upon on
All the children wear their, best clothes, which
Easter Day. To study In the light of the Gospel
are destined to be sadly mussed and more or less
of the Resurrection.
torn before the day Is over, yet a thoroughly demNature here is our first teacher. She Is full of
ocratic spirit reigns, the youngsters being of all
emblems of the Resurrection. Could you forecast
clusses. The fashionable northwestern section of
the golden fruit from the withered blossom, or the
the city Is largely represented, as well as the combird from the broken shell, or the brilliant,
monalty, and there Is not even any distinction of
Insects' wings from the chrysalis coffin from
color, the small black urchin joining in the play
which It emerges? So spring Is full of signs. Ev-rwith the aristocratic offspring of a cabinet memIn
and
spring,
forest, garden
field, death Is
ber.
swnlbwed up of life. All winter the trees stand
Some of the children make races with their
stripped and bare; the shrubs, the grasses, the
eggs, starting them simultaneously from the top
flowers sleep In a cold white sepulchre of snow.
of a hillock, with the understanding that the one
But In the spring comes the dawn of a new life.
to reach the bottom first is the winner, if it Is
The drifts melt, the fountains flow, the rivers burst
"for fair" the egg of the loser passes into the pos-- ,
their Ice bonds, the trees put forth buds and leaves,
session of the successful contestant. Another
the grasses awake from their chill slumbers, and
way
is to roll an egg down hill, to he received at the
the crocus and myrtle peep from the ground the
bottom on the point of a second egg, if the
advance guard of that lovely army of flowers which
thing
Is properly done, and failure or success in this obwill decorate the whole summer with their pluto
much
rise
gives
merriment.
ject
Or, again,
mage.
two children may roll their eggs toward each othIt IS the Resurrection time of the visible creaer
on
flat
a
of
and
piece
when
ground,
they have
tion, It Is the Easter of the world. It is nature's
met the one cracked Is lost.
prophetic answer to the inquiring soul of man,
"Picking eggs" Is a form of the sport peculiar
and It Is full of hope. It Is the grand Epic of Imto the boys, requiring as It does some degree of
mortality, written by the finger of God upon the
expertness, while having about It the thrilling sugBtrnla of the earth. Rev. J. B. Remensnyder.
There Is one day In the year on which custom
gestion of a gamble. One boy holds an egg In his
fist, so as to expose the smallest possible bit of the
requires that the grounds of the White House,
point, and this Is attacked by the point of another
ordinarily sacred against Intrusion, shall be thrown
hoy's egg, a series of taps deciding which is the
open to nil comers. It Is Easter Monday, which Is
harder of the two. First it Is point to point, then
par excellence the children's day in Washington.
butt to butt, and then finally "slders," the upshot
On that occasion the little ones come from far and
of the affair being a rransfer of the cracked egg
near to roll eggs on the smooth lawns in the rear
to the owner of the one that remains unbroken.
Of the executive mnnslon, and their prerogative in
Now and then along comes a knowing youth, with
this regard is of long standing.
wisdom beyond his years, and a guinea hen's egg,
It Is one of the prettiest customs of the festive
which, Inasmuch as It Is much harder than any
kind (hat survive in this part of the world, and
hen's egg, is a sure winner. But it is a
green
nobody knows exactly how or when it originated.
youngster that does not know enough to be on
Ever so long, perhaps a century ago, in the neighhis
an
has
egg
that
guard
against
on
ISaltlmore
and adjacent counties of
speckles
borhood of
it,
even though it be artfully explained to him that It
Virginia, It was the habit of the children to go out
was
a
laid
hen.
by
a
on
speckled
Easter Monday and roll eggs.
In little parties
Occasionally china
egg is similarly worked as a "ringer."
For some reason unexplained the sport has become
When
the eggs are rolled down hill, It Is customIn ft manner localized In Washington, and In earli-,e- r
ary for the owners to roll after them a performdays the egg rolling was done on the eapltol
ance somewhat calculated to Injure clothes and ingrounds as well as at the White House. But on
one unfortunate occasion so much dumage was
cidentally liable to result in the smushing of the
eggs. But this latter Is a matter of no great imdone to the gruss that unsympnthetlc legislators
portance, Inasmuch as a broken egg Is something
for the nation promulgated a decree forbidding the
to be Immediately eaten, and the
practice.
devouring of It
Is a plensant Incident. Necessarily the
Thu It has come about that the children all aseggs are
all hard boiled, and, therefore in condition for offsemble at the White House, where the grounds
hand consumption.
are specially adapted to thut purpose, being of a
At twelve o'clock It Is time for lunch, and then
rolling contour, with many small
jillls, down the slopes of which the eggs easily
mamma or nurse spreads a delightful meal on the
travel, McKlnlcy took much interest in this Easter
greensward a feast, which, owing to the Joyful
pastime, and usually found time to go out himself
circumstunees, Is vastly more appetizing than the
ntO the crowd and watch the sport for a few minmost elaborate banquet at home could be. Eggs,
utes. General Grant used to do the same thing,
as Is proper, furnish the piece de resistance usualB Cigar In his mouth, and Nellie Arthur, who was
ly, but there is milk In bottles for the very small
a child when she lived in the executive mansion,
tots, for children of all ages are present, and many
of them even come In baby carriages, being not
herself tok Pnrt In the games. Benjamin Harrison' grandchildren did the same thing.
yet old enough to walk. Outside the grounds are
many hucksters with goat wagons and donkey
The festival Is one to which nearly every child
carts, who have for sale plentiful supplies of canIn Washington looks forward when Easter time
dy, peanuts, pies, apples and oranges. On the
comes round, and not the least part of the fun Is
whole, It Is somewhat like a circus.
the decoration of the eggs, which must be dyed
To make things altogether joyful, the marine
beforehand In all sorts of colors. The older young-ater- s
take pride in coloring their own eggs, while
band, which Is tlte President's own troop of musicians, usually plays for the benefit of the little
the younger ones depend upon mamma. By Saturones, being stationed on a platform near by.
day night the eggs must be ready, snuggled In a
Between a. m. and 1 p. m. no grown-up- s
little basket, with some green excelsior, If possible,
are
to counterfeit grass, 'then, when Mondays sun
admitted unless accompanied by children. Strenof
with
favorable
the
'
uous effort Is necessary to prevent children from
promise
weather,
has risen,
bairns start for the festive scene, In most cases
hiring out to adults who wish to see the sport but
or
nurse.
are minus the necessary'' youngster. Every year
accompanied by parents
luds hire out to outsiders at 25 cents each and
affair, this business of egg
It I an
and the children are anxious to begin It as
pass tnera through the gates.
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Hornell. N. Y. "I vm in fct ,oitfc
seem to be any one thing
II IIII1UIIIIII
l me matter witn me.
I was tired out all
over and it was an effort for me to move.
I was irritable and
could not 6leepnights
and had trouble with
III
', my bowels and at my
penoas. u seemed

but there didn't

HOUSE CALLS MEETING

OLY

DO MY

-

that nearly evervone
around me knew of
nun your medicine and
m
wanted me to trv it.
HO

nr.

I

a at I

tyaia c. rinknam's Vegetable
Tablets and

tnnlr
Com-

pound
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Blood Medicine and improved every day.
I do all my own work now excepMhe
washing and do it with ease. I can accomplish as much in s day now as it
would have taken me a week to do last
winter and I try to get every one I know
to take your medicine to build them up.
You are welcome to use this letter as a
testimonial if you like." Mrs. Chas.
Baker. 21 Spencer Ave., Hornell, N.Y.
In almost every neighborhood there
are women who know of the value of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. They know because they have
taken it and have been helped. Why
don't you give it a trial 1

number of representative operators
and officers of operators' associations
in the central competitive coal field to
attend a meeting with the miners'
union leaders in Washington aud at
tempt to reach an agreement.
At the same time, Senator Borah,
took occasion to
Republican, Idaho,
say In the Senate that "drastic public
action" might be demanded, and to
charge the operators with contract
breaking in precipitating the strike,
A possible divergence between the
views of members of Congress and
those of the administration, however,
was seen when Attorney General
Daugherty issued a statement reiterat
ing that "the government is not undertaking to do anything in the present
situation of the coal matter," declaring Life is a burden when the body
that "men have a right to quit work is racked with pain. Evefynfing
and men have a right to employ other worries and the victim becomes
men," that the public was not menaced
despondent and downhearted. To
with coal shortage and that It was the
bring back the sunshine take
of
local' authorities to maintain
duty
order.
The government would not look with
favor upon coal price increases, Mr.
Daugherty said, adding that he "saw
no reason at this time to believe that
disorder need lie feared," but asserted The National
of Holland for over
that the government "will perform 200 years; it isRemedy
an enemy of all pains rewhatever may be Its duty In the premsulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
ises," if local and state agencies can- - troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
lot maintain peace.
Look for the name Gold Medal on every box
ana accept no imitation
The House committee action came
after its members had listened to a CURES COLDS
LA GRIPPE
discussion of the strike from the min
in. Z4Hours
in 3 Days
i's' viewpoint by John L. Lewis, pres
ident of the United Mine Workers.
Mr. Lewis assured the committee he
world ovor. Drmnnd red
would advise his associates to nego- STANDARD comedy
b
Hill's portrait and aiKnalure.
iate with any "representative group"
At All DnsllmJO CH
HII.I.
DETROIT
of operators from the central field,
which includes Illinois, Indiana, Ohio,
anu western Pennsylvania, even
though not all the operators could he
induced to deal again with the union
The union, he Insisted, would not and
The Safety Razor
ould not settle the dispute In other
states until this basis had been estab
lished for a national wage level,
uuticoraSoapahavefl without mufir. Everywhere 26e.
The committee decided to appeal di
rect to the representatives of onertors' groups In the states named and
Adroit Publicity.
"You once told me you were very
Mr. Lewis declared It ''had put forard a proposition worth consider much Interested in the theory of evo..
lution."
ing."
"I am," replied the member of the
.
legislature.
Mayor Thompson Catches Deserter.
"Then why did you Introduce a bill
WiUiams
Hale to
Chicago,
Mayor
prevent It from being studied?"
hompson caught an alleged army de
"People seemed to be torgettlng all
serter and earned a $50 reward for
about It. I thought It would be a good
for making the capture. The man ar- Idea
to bring it back to popular
ested gave his name as John Ross of
Providence, H. I., and said that he had
obtained the indorsement of scores of
mayors between here and Boston while
on a
"hike." When he
visited Mayor Thompson the latter
questioned him closely and asked for
his army discharge papers and when
he could not produce them he was ar
rested by Department of Justice
agents.

BETTER
DEAD
GOLD MEDAL

In the afternoon great numbers of grown folks
come to see the fun, enjoying It almost as much
as the youngsters do. By the time the sun gets
well over into the western sky most of the eggs
have been broken, nnd then it Is that colored per
sons with large grins and cavernous stomachs come
around, suggesting a willingness to devour all the
eggs the children will give them. This is great
sport from the children's point of view, and the
number of eggs consumed by some of the volun-

-

"i'S

. H.

teers is really astonishing.
Finally it is all over. The wreck that Is left behind Is doleful indeed. Everywhere the grass is
strewn with a litter of broken eggs, brown paper
and other debris, and little feet have made many a
hole In the turf. It cost $114 one year to repair
the damage done on this one day of jollification.
But Uncle Sara paid the bill without a murmur
the fun was worth the money.
In Jerusalem, Holy week, between Palm Sunday
and Easter, besides being the occasion of solemn
service Inside the churches, sees many associated
ceremonies that are as picturesque as devout. The
Via Dolorosa (Sorrowful Way), (supposed to b'e
the roud over which Christ bore the cross to Calvary), Is thronged with pilgrims from all parts of
the world, who follow the route on their knees.
In Rome, in a small building near the Lateran
palace, similar devotees climb, upon their knees,
the whole length of a flight of 28 steps the Scala
Santa (sacred stairway), which once stood In
Pilate's palace at Jerusalem, and was trodden by
the Man of Sorrows, whom Pilate delivered up to
death.
In New Mexico a religious fraternity known as
the Brothers of Penitence for over a century celebrated the week before Easter with
of the most sickening description. The members
of the organization are not monks, but men who
live the rest of the year like their neighbors, as
commonplace fnrmers,herdsmen and traders. Only
at this season they take it upon themselves to offer
heaven the grewsome sight of human creatures
Forest Protection Week April 16.
whipping themselves with rawhide thongs and
Denver. Forest protection week this
Into
own
Not
cactus
their
flesh.
thorns
pressing
year will be the week of April 16, acmany years ago they even used to nail one chosen
to a
from Washingcording
own
to
a
tall
wooden
number
out of their
cross, ton received telegram
here by District Forester
In
the main,, sue
set up in the wilderness. Efforts,
Allen S. Peck. Celebration of the goldcessful, have been made of late years, to stop the en
anniversary of Arbor "day on April
observance.
22, will constitute part of Oie work of
In Russia the Easter salutation is a picturesque forest
protection week, he said. DurFriends and
survival from apostolic customs.
ing the week talks and lectures by repwho
to
or
even
meet
chance
strangers,
neighbors,
resentatives of the forest service will
"Christ is risen!" "He Is be
on the street, say:
given throughout the entire country
And
other
risen Indeed!" the
person responds.
and in several instances several short
even
two
men,
by
very often a kiss is exchanged
of forest fires with warnings
The religious pictures
In token of the day's significance.
to campers to be watchful of thel?
observance Is elaborate. This, of course, was In fires will be shown in
moving picture
the old Russia. Nobody seems to know what obtheaters.
i
servance there is, under Soviet rule.
to
Easafter
church
going
cousins,
Our Filipino
, Lad Hurt by Grenade Explosion.
ter morning, will think the afternoon wasted unChicago.
Finding a hand grenade,
In
cock
and
a
see
fight.
less they
good
Spain
John Stapchuk summoned
countries a bull fight is
most
both popular and distinctly fashionable as enter' his playmates for a game of war. Ho
led a scouting party with the grenade
talnment for the afternoon of Easter day.
in hand. There was an explosion.
Greece has local celebrations that are full of digJohn's right arm and right leg were
nity and beauty. One of these is the famous chor- torn
off and his face was cut by fragal dance, which takes place each year at Megara,
ments. He probably will live, howa few, miles from Athens. It Is performed out of
ever. Policemen found two other gre
doors, In the presence of thousands of spectators
nades hidden beneath a sidewalk
by country girls of marriageable age, nil dressed
where the lad found the first one.
In a special holiday costume of singular beauty
and elegance. The dance Is sedate and stately to
the last degree, and Is said to have close resemUrge. Probe of Dry League.
blance to the religious dance of Greek maidens
d
Washlngton.-Demanfor
dancthe
2,000 and 3,000 years ago. But, though
by the Department of Justice of
Is
It
an
in
their manners,
ers are most demure
charges that the
League of
open secret that their appearance now is prac- America had failed to report
campaign
One
would not
tically a bid for offers of marriage.
as
expenditures,
required under the
suppose this could be necessary to encourage woo corrupt practices act, was made in the
ers, but the fact Is the modern Greek stands out House by
Representative Tinkham, Rerather stiffly for a good dowry with his bride, and
publican, Massachusetts. Making the
a girl whose face is her fortune has to advertise it.
charges himself, Mr. Tinkham declared
it would be "absolutely futile" to ex- Ipect an Investigation by Congress "be '
cause of the complete control of the
House by the
League.
cross-countr- y

Spanish-speakin-
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25$ and 75T Packages, Everywhere

Shaw and His Critic.
Bernard Slinw Is not the hardened
skeptic that he has sometimes been
called.
He is full of good humor.
Some time ago he was reading a par
ticularly bitter attack on himself,
brought to him by one of his friends.
He read the clipping attentively, and
then, turning to his triend, said:
"How appalingly tlifeivfellow punc
tuates his sentences."
As a man grows older he swaps his
Ideals for Ideas.

g

Increase Your Weight to
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Taking
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The World'. Create
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Easily killed by using the genuine

Stearns' Electric Paste

Also SURE DEATH to rats and mice. Those
pests are the greatest carriers of disease. Thar
Qastror both food and property.
READY FOR USE BETTER THAN TRAPS
in 16 languages in ererj box.
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nearest store.
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FOR YOUR PRINTING NEEDS
Patronize your home publisher. His
better than
prices are just as soo.1 0r Your
worn
you can get elsewhere.
wllllfe Riven prompt and satisfactyour
build
up
to
ory attention. Help
local Industries
by having your
home.
work done at
Men's soles. $1.00, $1.25, $1.80, $180.
Ladies' soles, 80c, $1.05, $1.30, $1.65.
Postage prepaid to any point.HY.BAST I'.KN
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THEORY

DARWINIAN
Amlrraou

V.

are looking for, we

have any size, any kind.
Havens Bros., 1622 Wazee St., Denver.

a great deal
the Darwinian
The newspupers tell ns that
theory.
Kentucky, famed for Its blue grass. Its
blooded worses, beautiful women and
chivalrous men, Is deep In the study
of Its Involved perplexities.
houses
AH the way from school
to the Kentucky senate, the question of man's relationship with monkey
is being discussed with fervor.
The world Is pricking up Its ears,
Its eyebrows and looking
arching
askance upon the creatures, wno, according to the Scriptures, were created

ARB reading
WEthese
days about

In God's Image.

Just how will all this controversy
benefit you and me?
Will It make us better men ana
women, elevate our minds to a high
er sphere and give us greater power

for usefulness?
Power eravltates to those who can
use It, not to the wavering nor the
weak, It belongs to those who nave
fnith who helleve as a child and ac
cept biblical statements without ques
tion.

herself? The body which encases self
is all that can be seen, yet who doubts
that self, the image of God exists?
Who questions the truthfulness of
the Bible, the origin of man, or the
omnipotence of Him who created the
heaven and the earth?
Is It for the atom of dust to deny:
"So God crented man In His own
image, in the Image of God created
He him ; male aud female createu ne
them."
Let us not eo out of our way to seek
the dark places, whose mysteries must
forever baffle human unaerstanaing.
There is more Joy In the sunshine,
more happiness In useful effort, more
pleasure in the acceptance of existence as It Is, more delight in
and In doing good to others,
than In the painstaking avoidance of
childish faith.
It Is not for us to become crazed
about frisky monkeys, nor for us to
try to make monkeys of ourselves.
But it is for us to work, to think
good thoughts, to put unbelief and
doubt far behind us and make ourselves more worthy of the Infinite love,
the only anchor which will hold secure
In this life and In the life to come.

among the sons of men knows
Who by gazing in his or
himself?
can see himself or
her looking-glas- s

Commerciul inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Fashion Show Huge Success.
AH Denver was delighted
Denver
with the recent fashion display. Dntne
Fashion with Mr. Fashion anil all the
little Fashions, were on exhibition in
the windows of a hundred or more
stores in downtown Denver.
Even the weather man smiled kindly
on the event and fair weather for Denver and vicinity was enjoyed during the
show.
Keen
and so

interest was shown in the show
on
large was the attendant

Sixteenth street that
was provided.

truffle

one-wa-

"Wild Man" Is Not Fugitive.
Quakertown
Dnvlestown. Pa.
"wild man" now in the Bucks county
wanted
prison, Is not Adam Weaver,
for the slaying of a constable in the
years
Haycock mountains twenty-twhas
Khodes
Police
of
Harry
Chief
ago,
was
announced, pief Ilhodes snid,ie
x
convinced the prisoner was Roy
of Honf, township, Illinois. Several resil?nKf the neighbodhood
dewhere Weaver formerly lived had
clared that "Hecox bore a remarkable
resemblance to the fugitive."o

He-co-

-

Freight Rates.
ComWashington The Interstate
mission bus determined to Institute an
bitumInvestigation of freight rates on
inous coal produced in Colorado, Wyoand
ming, New Mexico nnd Montana
and to
shipped to states further West
El Paso, Texas. The Investigation will
be made in response to dissatisfaction
manifested against coal rates In the
Western part of the United States. A
hearing will be held in May.
Will Investigate

Select Name for Country Club.
Denver Cherry Hills Country club is
the norifeelected for the new club
which is to be located just south of
orUniversity park and which is being
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by prominent Denverites.
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Historic Date.
After we have regulated the rain
On June '2, IST.'i, while rxper1"'nI'
to
more
attention
we
pay
might
fall,
AlexanIng on his harmonic telegraph,
regulating humanity.
der Graham Hell made the discovery
that led to the construction of tU
DON'T FEAR ASPIRIN
first telephone.
IF IT IS GENUINE
SHE DYED A SWEATER,
Look for Name "Bayer" on Tablets,
SKIRT AND CHILD'S COAT
Then

You Need Never
Worry.

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
To get genuine "Bayer Tablets of
Diamond Dyee"
Each package of
Aspirin" you must look for the safety
directions so simple any woman cfl"
"Bayer Cross" on each package and on
dye or tint her worn, shabby dremM.
each tablet.
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, wralrr
The "Bayer Cross" means tme, world- - coverings, draperies, hnnings, everything,
famous Aspirin, prescribed by physi- even if she has never dyed before. Ilo,V
kind tbei
cians for over twenty-onyears, and "Diamond Dyes" no is other
sure became
than ask them to call out of business Uillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllliillllllliu
Head perfect home dyeing
millions
for
safe
Colds,
by
proved
to "POty
not
mond Dyes are guaranteed
If you are, break yourself of
hours.
ache, Earache, Toothache, Neuralgia, fade, streak, or run. Tell your drowpe
the habit.
Lumbago, Neuritis, and for Pain in whetlier the material you wish to dye
Don't depend on signs saying, "This
nr silk, or whether it is linen, cotton'
Proper and safe directions woolmixed
general.
Minutes
or
"Five
goods. ad t r tiaeinent.
Is My Busy Day,"
In each unbroken "Bayer" puckage. or
are
Is Long Enough for One ConversaL
Will M. Maupin
VAdvertisement
The Truth.
tion." They never take those to them"You can't reason with a woman.
selves.
Don't be afraid to ask questions.
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT
"No, my hoy, women are hard t
Tell them as kindly as you can that
That's the only way you can find out
MY PA
fool." Louisville Courier-Journayou are busy, and ask them to go.
a good many things.
If they get offended, their friendship
c'n make th' finest kite
is not worth having.
MY PA
'At nnv feller filed:
And if you happen to be one of the
s
balanced up Jus' right
time wasters well, break yourself of 'Th'
An' tail all fixed and tied.
the habit, before your feelings are
'At is, my pa he says he can,
hurt.
(Copyright.)
But It Jus' seems somehow
'At ev'ry time I ast hlui to
COMPANION TO THE GOODYEAR
He says, "I'm busy now."
con-tai-

e

I

jTWES

Vf

SIX I

-

l.

cross-stick-

TREAD

ALL-WEATH-

My pa can take a wilier stick
An' trim it nice an' clean.
Then make a whistle Jus' as slick
Princess Will Marry Officer.
As any fellers seen.
Copenhagen It is understood that
'At Is, my pa he says he can
the Princess Thirn, sister of King
He can, too, bet a dime
Illllll
Hill
an
But when I ast t' make me one
Christian, Is soon to be married to
nobilHe says, "I haven't time."
officer of the guards not of the
I want It said of me that I plucked a Add to a saucepan a tablespoonful of
thistle and planted a flower where 1 butter and the potatoes. Mix a cupity.
Lincoln.
would
flower
grow.
a
ful nf chonned cooked meat, one ta My pa c'n catch th' rnostest fish
in love thought
They are said to have fallen
Of anv man I know.
each of chopped onion and
EAT
but
WE
blespoonful
WHAT SHALL
with each other several years ago,
He's
caught an awful lot, I guess ;
well
with
Season
snlt,
pepper.
green
to
the King had steadfastly refused
At
least he's told me so.
a
nenner.
little
nnd
addlnc
eravy
hiittor
marEGGS are more plentiful, the
consent to their marriage. The
(Copyright.)
sheila
AS
the
with
the
Fill
hand.
at
If
not
to
o
following good dish which is
riage of Princess Mary of England
minced meat and pipe the seasoned
should
howworth
Subtle
Suaaestion.
a
remembering,
commoner,
but
Dew,
Lascelles,
Viscount
around
the
edges.
potato
be served often:
"What is your object in refusing tu
ever, is reported to have brpuglrtabout
Lucanlan Eggs.
be interviewed?" Inquired the scribe.
the change in the King's attitude.
In
Batter.
Cauliflower
pieces
Break macaroni in one-inc- h
"I'll be perfectly frank and
Cook cauliflower until nearly done;
with von." renlled Senator Sor- and cook in boiling salted water until
Will
small
;
bunches dip churn. "If vou will Klve It out that 1
Sing.
Massed Oborus
drain and pour over a cupful drain, divide Into
tender;
In
deep decline to be Interview! It will create
of more than 900 of cold water. There should be a cup- Into a fritter batter and fry
A nuiKsjfeorus
To make the batter use one an
ful of cooked macaroni. Grease a fat.
voices will sing compositions of DenImpression among ray constituents
beaten egg and one cupful of flour, that I know a whole lot, out am in
ver composers on the closing night of baking dish and put into it a layer of one-half
cupful of milk, a pinch of salt, such a position of delicate responsi
cover with a layer of rich
Music week In the auditorium. May 21. macaroni ;
oil.
by cooking to- and one tablespoonful of olive
white
sauce,
prepared
the
bility that I can't ten it."
West
the
Begins,"
"Out Where
of butter Beat well and let stand In a cool place
O
two
tablespoonfuls
gether
will
famous poem by Arthur Chapman,
with
hour.
an
Serve
for
blendgarnished
with two of flour, and when well
be one of two Colorado songs rendered ed add one
cupful of milk, seasoned parsley.
THE'CilEEHFUL
by the ninssed chorus, while the other with anchovy and onion Juice. Add five
sea
Stuffed R&lslns.
d
song will be "Sweet Columbine,'
eggs sliced, season highly
No
Select a large bunch of raisins, wipe
experiwee. rvw
lection from the outdoor fantasy, "The with snlt and cayenne, cover with butthe seeds by making an Inremove
until
and
bake
will
and
be
which
crumbs
presented
cracker
tered
Awakening,"
cision In each. Insert a small ball of
at the auditorium during Music Week. the cruijibs are brown.
To Fill
fondant or a small salted nut. Almonds
u
a
Use
for
the
"trd
top
are
best.
garnish
Mutton.
Potato With Sliced
Colorado Grass Supply Decreased.
of a box of home-mad- e
candy.
But
u. mound of mashed potatoes
k&ep
Make
Colorado
on
of
Stocks
grain
Denver
surround with slices of
farms the first day of March were on a platter;
roast mutton thnt have been simmered
We
nearly 10,000,000 bushels less than a
In the gravy with onion Juice, butter,
year ago. The reserves of the four
Union.
11122,
Western
Strain
the
minced
JU
we ta-e- .
Newspaper
Copyright,
and
parsley.
Jelly
principal, Rereuls grown In the state
it
meat
the
after
laying
over
of.
bushels, compared gravy
totalle(riTr.,104,000
First Paieley Handkerchiefs.
around the potato.
with 28,G68,000 bushels last year, nnd
The first paisley handkerchief was
All
1920.
cereals
In
bushels
18,421,000
made in 1743. Handkerchiefs wrought
Stuffed Baked Potatoes,
showed a reduction witli the exception
and bake three good-size- d
long and edged with gold used to bo worn
Wash
each
of
Smaller
grain
of oats.
crops
by Elizabethan gentlemen In their hats
; bake until done, then cut poexcept oats, nnd the producers' need potatoes
tatoes into halves lengthwise, scoop as favors from ladles, their cash value
in
factors
for cash are the principal
out the potato and put through a sieve. being small.
the greatly reduced stocks of this year.

ganized

w

three delightful flavors to

u.m twee..

m try
gentleman who comes into
you
yiur office, when he knowsfriendare busy, and sits down for a
ly little chat, must be got rid of.
If he is Intelligent,
you can get
rid of blm without hurtiug his feelings.
If he is stupid, it will be necessary
to hurt his feelings.
But get rid of him you must,
whether his feelings are hurt or not.
Efficiency experts could figure, no
doubt, that many thousands of working hours go to waste every year be
cause busy people are too gooa natural to Invite idlers to get out of
their offices.
Most of the precautions taken by the
"hard to get to" business men are not
due to their haughtiness, but to their
knowledge of the value of time.
If every Small business man could
surround himself with Inner and outer
guards, to keep pests from bothering
him, he might soon cease to be a small
business man, and become a big one.
In most offices the clerical force
and the general employees are not to
be seen during business hours. It requires a very intrusive person to get
by the boys at the gate.
But the boss or the manager has
always some friend he hates to offend who will drop In during business hours, and consume several dollars' worth of time without a blush.
The victim of these gentlemen would
far rather they would come to his
hnna
uninvited, and consume his
food uninvited, than to come uninvited
to his office, and consume his most
valuable commodity which is time.
It may be that you are one of those
who will lean back in your chair and
visitors who
listen' to business-hou- r
bring no business to talk about, rather

Tuicv

u

im

TfcOOrtT

WASTERS

THS

sonal expenses."

Fruit, Peppermint
mKwrand Spearmint
are certainly

SCHOOL DA1S

&
Mas

Uncommon
Sense

Sixteenth and
centuries pins
were so extremely expensive
that only the wealthy could afford them. By a curious luw,
the manufacturers of pins were
permitted to sell them on only
two days each year January 1
and 2 and when those days
came around the women whosA
husbands could afford the expenditure secured
from (Win for their purchases.
While savages have, for ages,
used thorns and splinters for
the purpose of joining bits of
hide or making garments of
leaves, pins us we know them
today did not come into use
until the early part of the Fourteenth century. They were introduced Into England In 1540
but it was not until 1824 that
an American named Might invented a machine for manufacturing pins very rapidly, and
now more than 1,500 tons of
Iron and brass are annually converted into pins in the United
States alone, a condition which
renders .entirely obsolete the
original meaning of the phrase
"pin money" which, however,
still persists as a Bynonym for
"an allowance given by n husband to a wife to cover her per-

DURING

(Copyright)

Who

Denver's best medium priced hotels:
18th
Adams, 18th & Welton; Wm. &Penn,
Larimer.
& Calif; The Windsor, 18th

"

the

ffl.other's Coo

GfM

my life witK
love
joy
I srvdl

Jet wKt,

wortny

n

i

In a factory devoted

exclusively

to

manufactur-

tires
ing Goodyear Tires for small cars, the two
illustrated above are made.
One is the famous 30x3 Goodyear All Weather
Tread Clincher.
from
By long wear, superior traction, freedom
the
Goodyear
ultimate
economy,
and
skidding,

All Weather Tread has
--

won

unquestioned

leadership.
As a companion to this tire there is the Goodyear
30 x Zyi Cross Rib.
Built of the same high grade Egyptian fabric and
with a long wearing but differently designed
tread, this tire offers unusual value.
Over 5,000,000 of these tires have been sold irt
the last five years.
Their quality and serviceability have proved to
thousands of motorists the folly of buying un
'
known and unguaranteed tires of lower price.
Ask your Goodyear Service Station Dealer to
explain their advantages.
30x3'2 Crot Rib Fabric . . . $10.95

.

14.75
18.00

....

2.80
2.25

Fabric

30x3'2

Cord . .
30x32
30 x 34 Heavy Tourist Tube .
30x3V4 Regular Tube
Manufacturer-

-

tax Mtr

IN THE DISTRICT COURT, CATRON

COUNTY, SEVENTH JUDICIAL
STATE OF
DISTRICT,
NEW
MEXICO.
Mrs. Effiie M. Cooper, Assignee,)
of Joe Melugin, agent,
)
.
Plaintiff, )
vs.
)No. 2
Owen R. Walters, Clyde E. )
Walters, Leon R. Walters,
)
Laura Walters and the First )
National Bank of Magdalena, )
New Mexico.
13
)
Defendants. )
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE.
Under and by virtue of an order of
sale and decree of foreclosure of cer
tain chattel and real estate mortgages,
hereinafter mentioned, issued out of
the District Court of the Seventh Judicial District, in and for the County of
Catron, State of New Mtxico, on the
28th day of December, 1921,
in the
above entitled action, wherein Effie M.
We are now Showing some particularly handsome
Cooper, Assignee of Joe Melugin, is
R.
Woolens
Walters, Clyde
plaintiff, and Owen
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters, Lauia Q
Walters and The First National Bank
of Magdalena, New Mexico, a corpora
tion, are defendants, being cause num
Men who think good clothes are still high will be
ber two (2) on the docket of said court,
pleased to see these values
wherein The First National Bank of
Magdalena, New Mexico, a banking
corporation, obtained judgment for
$6574.94, with interest thereon at the
rate of ten per cent, from August
31, 1921, until paid, against Mrs. Effie
Resident Born Dealer
M. Cooper, plaintiff, and Owen R. Walters, C'yde E. Walters, Leon R. Wal
ters, and Laura Walters, defendants,
and decree of foreclosure of a certain
chattel mortgage, made and executed
December 4th,1919, by Mis, Effie M.
Cooper and Claude E. Humphrey, as
mortgagors, to said bank as mortgagee the first above description and conand which said mortgage was filed for sisting of 460 head and more with
also 25 head
record in tbe office of the county clerk the brands thereof;
and Recorder of Socorro county, New more or less of horstB and mares in
Mexico, on January 2(i, 1920, and num- the following brands: "Cross H," "A,"
and
bered 6161, securing a promissory note "Cross "I Lazy Seven,".
for $5000. 00, with interest, and any "Cross V" together with increase. It
renewals or extensions thereof, and being the intention of the description
which indebtedness Owen R. Walters, in this paragraph to cover such cattle
Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Walters under the second mortgage of the Waland Laura Walters assumed and agreed ters to Melugin, assigned to plair tiff,
to pay, the property securing said in that are not covered by the first chattle
debtedness being certain cattle and mortgage to The First National Bank
brands
hereinafter described, and of Magdalena, and in addition the
which mortgage was a first and prior horses and mares, all of which cattle,
lien thereon, and also, a judgment and horses and mares are now ranging at
decree of foreclosure of a certain real or near what is known as the Cooper
estate mortgage made and executed or N H Ranch, located about ten
December 4, 1919, by Mrs. Effie M. miles "northwest of the town of Aragon
Cooper,
plaintiff, as mortgagor, to Socorro (now Catron county), New
Allen Falconer, trustee, as mortgagee, Mexico, together with all the increase
for and on behalf of said bank, which and offspring of said cattle. It being
mortgage was duly recorded in the the true intent of this description to
office of the county clerk and recorder cover all cattle in the above brands be
of Socorro county, New Mexico, on the same more or less wheresoever the
January 26, 1920, in Book of Mort- same may be found, also said brands and
Inspection Solicited
gages, No. 87, at page 413, and further the right to use the same marks and
Mail orders given our careful attention
securing said note for $5000.00 and in- brands, and carrying title, although
terest, and the renewals and exten- said property may have other marks
sion thereof, the real estate mentioned and brands.
in said mortgage being hereinafter de
AND FURTHER, I, the undersigned
AND special master and receiver, will, on
scribed and sett'orth.
WHEREIN UNDER SAID DECREE, TUESDAY, the 9th day of May, 1; 22,
the plaintiff, Mrs. Effie M. Cooper, at 10 o'clock A. M. of said day, at the
obtained a judgment against Owen R. frontdoor of the court house, Reserve,
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE COMPANY
Walters, Clyde E. Walters, Leon R. Catron County, New Mexico, sell at
Walters and Laura Walters,, and public auction to the highest and best
NEW MEXICO
MAGDALENA,
decree of foreclosure of a certain chatbidder for cash, the following describtel mortgage, made and executed July ed real estate, mentioned in said real
29th, 1920, by Owen R. Walters, Clyde estate mortgage above described, as
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
E. Walters, Leon R. Walters and follows:
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Laura Walters, defendants in said
Dapartment
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
All the South half (SJ) of the SouthOffice, Las Cruces, New Mexico
above entitled cause, as mortgagors, to east
Department of the Interior, U S. Land!
the
and
half
South
quarter (SE)
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
March 27, 1922.
Joe Melugin, mortgagee, which mort(SJ) of the Southwest quarter (SW)
March 27, 1922.
Notice is hereby given that Edward
gage was duly recorded in the office of of Section four (4) and South half (Si)
A. Collins, of Spur Lake, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby give that Andrew
the county clerk and recorder of So- of the Southwest
quarter (SW) and who, on October 29, 1917, made Homo-stea- d W.
Wilbanks, of Spur Lake, New
corro county, New Mexico, on Angust South half
(SJ) Southeast quarter
No. 017277 for
Mexico, who, on April 18, 1917, made'
Entry,
9, 1920, in Book 87, at page 549, secur(SE) of section five (5) and Southwest
Sec. 1, NE
NE Homestead Entry, No. 016417, for
ing three certain promissory notes, quarter (SW) of section eight (8) and NJSE;SESE
Lots 2 and 3; SW NE; SE NW
Section 12, Township 4 S., Range 20
sum
of
each for the
$3529.11, with Northwest
Section
of
quarter (NW)
Section 1, Township 4 S., Range 20 W..
W., N. M. P. Meridian,
interest at the rate of six per cent per Nine
fcr
(4)
(9),
4
Township Four
:j:
Has filed notice of intention to make XT m.
r. Tin
annum
from date until paid and
meridian,
South, Range Seventeen (17) West, N.
Has
filed
to
make-final
establish
to
notice
of
intention
three
sethe
proof,
year
fees,
property
attorney's
M. M. P. M. containing six hundred
claim to the land above described, final three year
indebtness
said
proof, to" establish'
curing
being and forty (640) acres and refentd to
belore jNazario Kaca, u. b. uommis- - claim to the above described land,
certain cattle, the increase there- as what is known as the
Cooper Home
at Quemado, New Mexico, on fore Nazario Baca, United States.
and
certain
horses
and
of, brands,
Ranch in the county of Socorro (now the 15th
day of May, 1922.
Commissioner, at Quemado, New Mexhereinafter
all
more
mares,
being
Catron county) , New Mexico
Claimant names as witnesses:
ico; on the 15th day of May, 1922.
which
mortchattel
described,
That the amount of Said judgments
Claude R. avin, Spur Lake, New Claimant names as wilnesses:
gage was a second mortgage and sub- with interest to the date of sale are as Mexico.
Claude R. Cavin, of Spur Lake
ject to said prior mortgage in favor of fol'ows: The First National Bank of A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New
Bank
of
National
The First
Magdale
Magdalena, New Mexico, $7031.55, and Mexico.
E. A. Collins, of Spur Lake,
na, New Mexico, above mentioned, and Mrs. Effie M. Cooper $13,325.94, total
'
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake, New
which mortgage and the indebtedness amount of judgments t20,357.49.
Mexico.
Chas. Hedrick, of Spur Lake, New
secured thereby was legally assigned in
Wm. R. MORLEY,
S. G. Beard, Spur Lake, New Mexico Mexico.
writing to Mrs. Effie M. Cooper,
Geo. W. Hooser, of Spur Lake, New
Special Master and Receiver.
Nemecia Ascarate,
Mexico.
plaintiff, by Joe Melugin and Elva K.
8
Register.
Nemecia Ascarate, "
Melugin, his wife, on July 29, 1920, and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
which assignment was duly recorded
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
in the office of the county clerk and
&
MADDEN
BUNTON
S.
Land
of
U.
the
U.
S.
Land
Interior,
Department of the Interior,
recorder of Socorro county New Mexico Depaitment
Office at Las Cruces, New Mexico
Lawyers.
Office, at Las Cruces, New Mexico,
NOW THEREFORE, I, the under
OFFlCESfJC:
March 27, 1922.
March 27, 1922
signed Special Master and Receiver,
MAGDALENA
Notice is hereby given that Claude SuCORRO
Notice is hereby given that Joe N.
duly appointed as such under said judgFitch
Wilson Bldg.'
Bldg.
New
of
R.
on
Mexico,
New
Cavin,
and
of Aragon,
Spur Lake,
ment
Mexico,
Romero,
decree, wi'l
Practice in all the" Court "
made
made who, on December 15, 1917,
MONDAY, the 8th day of May, 1922, ' who, on November 29, 1916,
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day, at Homestead Entry, as amended. No. Homestead Entry, No. 017337, for
IN THE PROBATE COURT OF THE
SJ SW Section 23; NJ NW Section
the front door of the postoffice, Ara- 014099 for
COUNTY OF CATRON, STATE OF
4
20
N.
W.,
SJ SJ NEJ, NJ NE SE, SE NE Z6, Township S., Range
gon, New Mexico, sell at public auction,
NEW MEXICO.
to the highest and best bidder, for SE, EJ SE SE, SW SE SE', SJ M. P. Meridian,
In the Matter of the Estate of William
to
make
intention
filed
of
notice
Has
SW
SW
the
NW
SW
described
SJ
cash,
following
personal
SE,
SE,
J. Andrus, deceased.
property and chattels,
SE, NE NE, SE SW NE NE, final three year proof, to establish
Notice.
beAll that certain herd of range cattle WJ NE SE NE, EJ NW SE NE, claim to the land above described,
Notice is hereby given that the unconsisting of 400 head or more of cows EJ SE SE NW, NJ NJ NW SE, fore Nazario Baca, U. S. Commis- dersigned, was on the 27th day of
calves, bulls, steers and heifers branded Sec. 33, Township 3 S., Range 18 W., sioner, at Quemado, New Mexico, on March, A. D. 1922, appointed executor
the 15th day of May, 1922.
V on jaw and Cross L on left hip and N. M. P. Meridian,
of the estate of William J. Andrus,
"Diamond Tail" on left side and Has filed notice of intention to make Claimant names as witnesses:
deceased, by Hon. Florencio Jiron,
E. A. Collins,
"Diamond Tail" on left hip as describ- final three year proof, to establish claim
Spur Lake, New Probate Judge of Catron County, New
ed in the said chattel mortgage to The to the land above described, before T. Mexico.
Mexico.
A. W. Wilbanks, Spur Lake, New
C. Turk, U. S. Commissioner, at
First National Bank of Magdalena,
Therefore all persone having claims
And all cattle in the following brands Reserve, New Mexico, on the 15th day Mexico.
against said estate are hereby-- : 'notified
MexNew
H.
W.
Eanes, Spur Lake,
"Cross Z F" on left side; "Cross I L May, 1922.
to present the same in the manner proico.
A;" on left Bide, on left side, CrossL Claimant names as witnesses:
vided by law, within one year from the
Charles Hedrick, Spur Lake, New date of said
Ambrosio Carrejo, David Archuleta,
on left thigh and V cn jiw: MI on left
appointment or the same
of
Mexico.
and
side and double "Diamond Tail" on Juan Foulenfout
Henry Carrejo
will be barred.
Nemecio Ascarate,
left side and jaw, and "A B bar Aragon, New Mexico,
William R. Morley,
8
8
Nemecia Ascarate, Register,
reverse J slash" not covered by
8
Register,
Executor,

o
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BORN

o

means much to the young man whose
clothing buget permits no extravagance

o

a

o
n

Business Counsel
are always welcome to the

ad-

a

savings account deposited with this bank
is quite sufficient to

D

o

ii

establish proper

aOo
o

ao
a
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banking connections.

Sa fety Honesty - Courtesy Service

The RESERVE STATE BANK

"

The Reserve Garage
Lathe Work
General Repairing,
Oxy Acetylene Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies

Ladies' Spring Hats
Ladies' Spring Dresses
Ladies' Spring Suits

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED
Phone No

New Spring Goods
We have the latest styles in

Compare our prices with others.

3

MODERN,
STEAM HEATED

aa

and $40 a suit

T. C. Turk, Reserve,

tect your judgment as well as
your money. Even a small

Manager.

o

9

connection can be used to pro

A. G. HILL,

a

o

D

$30, $35

a0

busi-

The proper kind of a banking

I

O

D

at

vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal
ness matters.

D

a price easily paid

o
o

Clients of this institution

o
o

A suit "Tailored to Measure ty Born"
o Fers all any man asks in good style,
fit, rich appearance and long wear, at

o
o

Sound

TAILORING

o

a
o
a

o
o
o
o
o

HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER

Hotel Aragon
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor

'

We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons

The Best Meals and Dining

Room Service

MAKE IT YDUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

T

'

WHEN

EAT AT THE

MAGDALENA

YOU VISIT

j

ly

liagdalena Cafe

Good Service
All the" Delicaces

Courteous Treatment
that the Market Affords

New-Mexic-

.

8

8

WE APPRECIATE AN'D WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
J

VWVVVW VVrVVVVV'yWVSS

Reserve Pool Hall
Hifjgins

&

McAfee, Proprietors

Cigars, Tobaccos, Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods

X

A

pleasant place to spend

a

leisure hour or two

4--

w

